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From internet art to game design and transmedia storytelling, our dossier highlights the breadth and diversity of digital creation. For the photo series, Véronique
Hoegger portrays Swiss media artists by integrating them into their own artworks.

Art and the Digital Realm
Who, in the future, will still go out to see a concert, a play or an exhibition,
when the internet delivers it all so comfortably to our own living rooms?
For traditional cultural institutions, the virtual world has become a very
real competitor. But, as futurist Gerd Leonhard predicts in an interview in
these pages, those institutions will continue to have at least one ace up
their sleeves: the unique character of the live event. At the same time, he
recommends that they extend their programmes into the digital realm: for
example, by offering virtual visits to concert halls or museums.
As this issue of Passages demonstrates, the digital turn does not merely pose a challenge to the arts: it has also enabled new forms of creativity,
from internet art to game design and transmedia storytelling. The latter is
an intriguing concept that was first developed in the film and television
sector, as Hanna Pilarczyk explains in her essay. A primordial form of digital creation is the copy / paste process. In the internet age, it has also
spawned the meme: a playful new form of folk art, as Felix Stalder argues
here. On a more serious note, media artists like Gordan Savicˇic´ and the
duo Ubermorgen focus on the social and political implications of the internet. Brigitte Ulmer explains how their subversive artistic strategies call
attention to abuses of power in the online world.
For Pro Helvetia, the digital shift has also necessitated new activities
and strategies for supporting the arts. On the one hand, the Arts Council
has developed its own initiatives, like the programme Mobile: In Touch
with Digital Creation, which was launched in 2013. On the other hand,
Pro Helvetia has also begun promoting digital projects and partnerships
linking art, technology and scientific research.
This issue of Passages marks the departure of Managing Editor Janine
Messerli. For the past six years she has overseen every aspect of the magazine, guiding each issue from the original idea to a unique finished product. We thank her for her enthusiasm and dedication.
Sabina Schwarzenbach
Head of Communication, Pro Helvetia
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Stefan Müller Arisona works at the intersection of art,
science and technology, and uses methods from computer
graphics, human-computer interaction, and digital design.
www.robotized.arisona.ch
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The digital shift continues 
to have far-reaching implications for artistic practice.
This Passages dossier highlights works, processes
and consequences that strike
us as particularly noteworthy
and influential. We look
into the future of the book,
hear about the struggles of
digital immigrants, and
learn what transmedia actually means. We consider
the challenges digitalization
poses to traditional cultural
institutions, and ask how
both cultural and economic
policies can best support
digital creation. The photo
series reveals some of the
personalities behind digital
works: here photographer
Véronique Hoegger portrays
seven Swiss artists by integrating them into their own
art works.
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A

former musician, Gerd Leonhard’s main profession
is now that of looking into the future. Firms and organizations around the world hire his services as a
consultant or keynote speaker on issues related to
digitalization. Here he explains how the internet will
continue to change the roles played by creative artists, the culture
industry and cultural promotion – and why so many people find it
difficult to react to these indubitable facts.
Gerd Leonhard, you call yourself a futurist. What does that
mean?
A futurist points out impending developments at the right time.
This is not the same thing, however, as researching the future.
Here, intuition and the power of
observation play at least as great a
role as research and facts.
You speak to the managerial
level of major firms. How can
you tell them what the future
will bring?
I address what is due to become a
reality within three to five years.
Much of what will be happening
within that time span is already
writ large. Anyone could see it, but
everyone is so preoccupied with
their current activities that they
have trouble looking more than a
year ahead. They devote only one
to two percent of their time to
long-term planning for the future.
I spend ninety percent of my time
doing that, so I have quite a bit to
say. Often enough, it’s simply a
matter of discerning the obvious.

can display ourselves online. That is an advantage. But it also
means greater competition. This is a disadvantage mainly for those
who have served as “go-betweens” until now: bookshops, distributors and the traditional music industry. These, in their current
form, are often no longer needed. The power positions are shifting.
Who are the losers, and who are the new power holders?
The power holders of the future are those who control the cloud.
That is, those who govern access to the cloud. In the music sector, for example, the streaming platform Spotify holds a new kind
of power position, serving as a connection between music producers and consumers. Or take Comcast/NBC Universal, the
world’s third largest media company: it owns both cable channel
networks and programme contents. Today’s losers are those
who used to earn money from
distribution. Today, hardly anyone buys a CD for 30 Swiss
francs. On YouTube, you can find
nearly any song for free.

Access
Replaces
Ownership

Cultural promoters should think five years
ahead, says Gerd Leonhard, but few of
them do. In this interview, the futurist and
strategic advisor offers some predictions
about digital culture.

How are these developments
going to continue?
Collective rights managers like
SUISA or lobbyists like IFPI (International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry) are still
fighting but, in the long run, they
do not stand a chance against this
development. Yet they continue
to declare all unpaid copies to be
illegal.

Interview by Miriam Glass

For instance?
For instance, ten years ago it was already clear that music would
be drifting to the “cloud.” And yet the music industry fell into a crisis. All other content, films and books for instance, are also moving to the cloud.
What does that mean, in actual terms?
It means we no longer pay for copies but for access. When content
is separated from its physical support – from a CD, a book or a DVD,
for which we had to pay until recently – the price is no longer based
on that storage medium. Instead, it is a matter of allowing access
to the contents. Such access replaces ownership, introducing fully
new economic models.
What do these changes imply for the traditional artistic sectors?
It is becoming increasingly easier and cheaper to reach a wide audience. Today’s world is a gigantic shop window; any and all of us

And so they are.
You cannot prevent music from
being copied online nowadays.
Every time I listen to a song online via streaming, it’s a copy. A legal one in fact. Today the principle of copyright no longer works as
simply as it used to.
What would be a new model?
I call it “user right”: as soon as anything is released, it can be legally used. One good option would be to set up a legal framework
for such usage.
In the summer of 2013, you suggested a flat rate for music.
Actually it would be a public license for music, which could lead
to a flat rate. Licensees such as telecom firms would allow their
clients to stream or download as much music as they want for free.
The companies would pay a specified sum to the rights holders
and, by the same token, to the artists. It could be one Swiss franc
a week.
Reactions to your suggestion were negative. One of the arguments was that we would lose control over usage.
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Does that matter? It’s no longer a question of controlling what
should be, but rather of making money from what is.

artists to believe that the internet will make it easier for them to
earn money.

Artists might want to keep their music from being played in
certain contexts. Or else, to claim a larger share of the profit
from someone who earns a lot of money with their music.
If we accept reality as it is – the internet becoming ever faster,
cheaper and more internationally widespread – we must come to
terms with the fact that technology will always find a way to circumvent any control mechanisms. Still and all, users are willing
to pay, if it’s a decent deal. If we ask them to pay 20 francs a month
for music, they will balk, but for 10 francs a year they would say
yes. Moreover, it might even be the internet provider who pays the

Let’s look at another sector. What do the present and the future
look like for the book market?
Here we see that the so-called “Kindle economy” is doing very well.
Consumers agree to pay a certain price for electronic books. That
price must be lower than that of a printed book, but it is considerably higher than the costs involved in putting out PDF documents.

And why is this so?
In contrast to music, which is often heard in the background and
not always by choice, books require readers to consciously invest
their attention and time. In return, readers
expect a good presentation and a handy deThe artists are not the losers, but they do have to come up
vice. They are ready to pay for the interface.
with ways to earn money.
Distribution, on the other hand, costs virtually nothing. As an author, I can write my
above-mentioned franc a week. In fact, this kind of deal for access book and immediately put it on the market, taking in money from
to music could even attract new customers for the license holders, my users. Totally painless.
like the telecom companies.
That’s far from painless for publishers and booksellers. Will
they still be around in fifteen years?
In other words, the new economy means cheaper use?
Yes, the marketing is effectively “built-in.” Proceeds per single use That’s a complex question. Undoubtedly, the role of publishers
are on the decrease, but this is compensated by a sharp increase in is changing. More and more “go-betweens” will be joining the
the number of users.
fray. These will no longer be publishing companies, who are
mainly in charge of distribution. Instead, they will play the role
Does this pay off in the end? Or are the artists the losers? After of agents, spanning a wide field – for instance, online promotion.
all, use cannot increase forever.
They will earn less than they have in the past, since they no
In my opinion, the artists are not the losers here. However, they do longer will be taking care of distribution, and since marketing is
have to come up with ways to earn money, which is nothing new. becoming increasingly cheap thanks to the internet. Authors can
For instance, easier access to their music can help them to build now do a great deal themselves. However, they also carry greater
up an audience. And once artists have made a name for themselves, responsibility.
they can offer further content at a price: the so-called “premiums.”
What about institutions that showcase art: museums, cinemas,
theatres, concert halls?
For example?
Let’s say fans can download a song for free, as part of a flat rate. Physical meeting points will remain important – although they,
However, should those fans want to follow a concert live over the too, will have to react.
internet, they would have to belong to the artist’s fan club. The
access privilege comes at a price. And maybe a fan wants to actu- How?
ally attend the live concert. That too would be charged separately. I imagine that many of these venues will become more interactive,
Musicians can benefit from today’s digital distribution culture to building up the social aspect. And that they will become digitally
build up an audience for themselves and cultivate an ever wider connected.
range of demands, for instance for related books or other products.
What does that entail?
Most musicians are not interested in marketing products. They Online marketing is indispensable: online booking, photo sharing,
want to make music.
mobile apps, virtual tours …
True. But it has always been the case that selling music alone was
just not enough. In the past, musicians earned money through Many already do all that. How do you see this development conperformances and grants, or maybe even through movies, adver- tinuing in the future?
tisements or sponsors, rather than through their CD sales. I used The institutions, for instance the museums, will have to re-think
to be a musician myself, so I know what it’s like. The need to their price policy. If I can see a collection online, I need new reacreate added value existed even before the internet. Nowadays, sons to actually go to the museum.
the internet makes it simpler to come up with worthwhile deals
and to find an audience for them. However, it is an illusion for What would a new price policy look like?

”
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We need to take a new approach to value, and to consider exactly
what users would be willing to pay for: their “reason to buy.” Value
definitions of this sort keep changing, and it is a challenge to react
to such changes or to anticipate particular developments.
Can you name a concrete example where this has happened?
Many of today’s major opera houses do well at this. Take New
York’s Metropolitan Opera, which makes virtual opera performances available to the public, either at home or in movie theatres. A great approach. In the United States, 480 movie theatres
now take advantage of this initiative, and in Switzerland a few
have also begun to join in. People flock to these virtual performances and, if they ever go to New York, they enjoy a live visit to
the Metropolitan Opera House. The experience offers them a “reason to buy.”
The Met is a highly renowned institution and hence able to afford such an outlay. Lesser-known institutions cannot do so.
We tend to look for universally valid rules – but there is no such
thing.
What does the future hold for movie theatres?
Cinemas have a future if they offer users something they cannot
have in their own homes, like expensive sound systems or surround-sound movies. Users go to the cinema to experience something special. And this holds true for all forms that involve real-time performances. That would include stage arts such as dance
and drama, as well as concerts.

What would that look like when it comes to support for culture?
First of all, we should encourage creators and curators to come up
with new models and methods explicitly in line with digital culture. In addition, we should be thinking a lot more about today’s
consumers and their wishes and behaviour patterns.
Could you give an example?
We could motivate cultural players, like filmmakers or authors, to
work right from the start with an eye to the digital market.
Authors produce content, regardless of where it is going to
appear.
No, it’s not all the same. To a great degree, the motivation to consider digital possibilities depends on whether they promise to really pay off. If I make a film, I want to market it where it will find
an audience. So we should invest in platforms – or at least in links
to platforms – that are suitable to the task. The role of cultural promotion lies in developing a logic suited to what will come our way
five years from now. Catering exclusively to existing channels
makes no sense.
Given all the current and upcoming changes, what is the
bottom line?
Being human and being creative: art is a matter of human expression. Whatever moves and motivates humans is necessarily connected with technological developments, but it’s not an algorithm.
The value of art still lies in its unpredictability.

With so much flowing onto the internet, who can help me deal
with the flood of information? Who curates it all?
Clearly, we need filters. Up to a point, blogs and social media already play this role. Which filters we use depends on our personal
reference system, the same as ever. We do not all read the same
newspapers, nor do we all seek out the same advice.
How do all these shifts affect the role played by cultural funding
and promotion?
Basically, state funding for arts and culture also needs a vision for
the future. We must consider how things will look five years from
now. It is no longer enough to think about the future from where
we stand today. We have to come up with a double perspective. That
is to say, we have to begin by envisioning the future and then, as if
seen from that future, look back at the present day to decide which
steps and strategies are called for. Unfortunately, such farsightedness is sorely lacking in Switzerland. There is a tendency here to
simply extrapolate from today to tomorrow, without considering
the exponential growth rate of technology.
That’s a harsh reproach. What makes you say so?
The fact that here in Switzerland – and not only when it comes to
support for culture – we tend to react instead of act. We adapt ourselves to new developments, instead of anticipating them and helping to shape them.

Gerd Leonhard (b. 1961) worked for ten years as a
musician and composer before joining various internet
start-up companies. Today he is the CEO of the
Futures Agency, as well as a business consultant and
lecturer on coming developments in the realm
of digitalization. He lives in Arlesheim near Basel.
Miriam Glass (b. 1979) is a staff writer at the weekly
Schweiz am Sonntag. She was previously an arts and
culture journalist for the Basler Zeitung.
Translated from the German by Margie Mounier
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Yves Netzhammer with a projection from his installation
The Arrangement of Two Opposites While Their Maximum
Contact Is Under Generation, 2005.
www.netzhammer.com
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ooking at photos, she loved that. Gently she would tap
the screen with the tips of her fingers. Elegant as figure skaters they glided over the surface, and the enlargement of the image through the spreading of
thumb and middle finger seemed an innate talent. He
was astonished by the dexterity of his five-year-old daughter. She
still stumbled over her own feet and lisped when she spoke, yet
the motor skills of her fingers were practically perfect. And even
when she tried to swipe over a printed photograph, or when in her
childish innocence she asked if the “Googlehopf” cake also came
out of the computer, he had to admit that in digital terms (“digitus” is the Latin for finger) his daughter was already a generation
ahead of him.
World Wide Web vs. Real World

he abandoned his medial independence, signed up, and rushed to
his daughter’s aid.
He picked up thousands of likes and followers. With that, the
spell was broken. As if he had just been waiting for the opportunity, he plunged straight into the endless depths of the virtual
world and became hopelessly entangled in the tight meshes of the
World Wide Web. From one day to the next he no longer needed
to know, for now he could google; and he no longer had to remember, for Wikipedia took care of that. The clever thing was having a
smartphone, he decided.
From then on he wandered half blind and deaf through life,
his eyes mirrored in displays and screens, his ears serving as
mounts for headsets, while his fingers danced like young deer over
the keys, tweeting and blogging. After years of resistance and exclusion he had become a model digital immigrant: he communicated only with people who were not there.
The day his daughter left home, he separated from his wife,
who had long seemed too real to him. After dinner he stroked her
cheek one last time, as he otherwise only stroked his iPad, and
said, “I’m just going online for a
bit.” He never came back.

He had been born before the words home and computer could
be written together. The first such instruments with which he had
come into contact boasted just about enough memory for one
of his school essays. In his high
school days he had moved about
without a mobile telephone.
Short messages were passed
around in the form of little notes.
The sounds of the times were
played on Walkman cassettes,
and the World Wide Web was still
a distant melody. He had grown
up in a time when a window did
not disappear after being closed,
and when the sentence “I’ll check
For years he avoided new media.
the net” was spoken mainly by
fishermen.
Until a call for help from
He had long put up resistthe virtual world broke his resistance.
ance against mobile phones. UnA story dictated by life.
til the only people with whom he
could make firm plans were his
parents. For a long time he had
By Simon Chen
no e-mail address. Until the others grew tired of sending him invitations by post. For years he had refused to join so-called social
networks. Until he realized that he could no longer participate in
conversations because they referred to things that had already been
discussed in another dimension. He felt more and more like a foreigner who had not understood a word or a sentence. And there
were fewer and fewer people left who could understand his pain,
let alone “share” it.
The world had turned more rapidly than the telephone dial
his own five-year-old fingers had once used to call Granny. And bitterly he had to admit: Whoever does not appear on the World Wide
Web exists only in reality.
Simon Chen was born in Freiburg in 1972. He is an actor

“Just going
online for a
bit … ”

Community is collective isolation
When he learned one day that his now-teenage daughter had become the victim of cyber-bullying, his paternal love proved
stronger than his virtual reservations. For his own flesh and blood

and since 2007 has been a full-time spoken word author.
He works regularly for Swiss public radio’s SRF 1 and
recently published the the book and CD Sushi Casanova.
He lives in Zurich, is not on Facebook, has no smartphone,
but does have a website: www.simonchen.ch
Translated from the German by Bruce Lawder
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Digital Zeitgeist
With its Digital Culture programme, Pro Helvetia supports digital artistic work.
After two years, the score is overwhelmingly positive: the new support
schemes have received an enthusiastic response from the arts community,
and have paved the way for some impressive projects.
By Janine Messerli

D

igitalization and new media are an important part of contemporary art and culture. With its Digital Culture programme (2012-2015) Pro Helvetia has responded to this
new reality. The programme’s centrepiece: Mobile. In Touch with
Digital Creation, which supports Swiss creative professionals who
make innovative use of the new technological possibilities. Alongside symposia, workshops and exhibitions, the programme also
comprises the Call for Transmedia Projects, with which Pro Helvetia has clearly captured the zeitgeist: roughly one hundred transmedia projects were submitted to the call. The projects conjure up
documentary or fictional worlds by combining diverse media, thus
offering the spectator an interactive experience. “The projects
work with film, comics, music, video games – and websites or apps
are usually included,” explains programme manager Michel Vust.
The Mobile programme picks up where its successful predecessor
GameCulture left off: “Young Swiss game designers we supported,
like Mario von Rickenbach, Etter Studio and Apelab, have already
gone on to achieve international success,” Vust notes. Key to this
success: coordinated support, from the development of a prototype
all the way to the product launch and marketing. To this end, Pro
Helvetia cooperates with partners from the business and technology sectors. A further call for game developers will be launched
this coming September. In addition Pro Helvetia, in partnership
with the CERN, offers two artists’ residencies at the renowned
Geneva nuclear research organization.

tions, and the quality of the projects is remarkable,” says Andreas
Moos, Pro Helvetia’s head of promotion. The Arts Council received
43 project submissions, which were jointly developed by artistic,
research and scientific organizations in Switzerland. The 6 projects selected for support will be presented to the public by the
summer of 2015, at the latest. In addition, Pro Helvetia supports
digitalization projects on a nationwide scale in the areas of art
education and promotion. More information on Pro Helvetia’s support for digital culture is available on our website.

Interdisciplinary Cooperation
An essential part of the Digital Culture programme is also support
for cooperation between cultural, technological and scientific institutions. Pro Helvetia provides an incentive in the form of a call
for projects: Interdisciplinary Cooperation Projects on New Media.
“The overwhelming response to the call far exceeded our expecta-

www.prohelvetia.ch > Initiatives > Digital Culture
www.prohelvetia.ch/mobile
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The game designers Marc Gruber (right) and Simon Kovatsch
with their characters Ned & Ted. Their game of
the same name is about freeing the two wild creatures.
www.nedandtedgame.ch
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hat is the subject of your research at the
EPFL Digital Humanities Lab?
Our main focus is on the major cultural transformations caused by the new technologies. We
use computer science and information science
as an alternative approach to tackling questions from the social
sciences and the humanities. Our research on the possible future
of the book is based on attempts to understand the major dynamics that have shaped its long technological lineage.

the workshop. In terms of how it is used, a printed book is still very
similar to a manuscript, although its form was progessively shaped
by the new production processes. The second phase began with the
introduction of the e-reader, because it has transformed the act of
reading into something mechanized. As a result, the book stops
being a tool and becomes a machine. You cannot access its contents without using the interface and the gestures that were predefined by its programmers. For example, with an e-book there is
only one predetermined way to annotate or bookmark a page,
whereas there are multiple ways to do so with a paper book.

In your writings, you have used the concept of the “book-
machine.” What do you mean by that?
I am convinced that books have always been technological objects.
For a long time, they were tools lending themselves to various
uses. Nowadays, they are becoming literal machines – more powerful than ever, but more rigid in
the way they are used.
How would you define the book?
Traditionally, a book is a three-
dimensional object capable of
organizing a certain number of
two-dimensional objects: pages
featuring text, but also diagrams,
drawings, etc. Books set up a sequence, and define a certain number of ways of navigating within a
given three-dimensional space. As
such, the book is both a physical
container and an interface that, by
extension, has given rise to certain
kinds of intellectual content, like
the narrative novel or the essay.

Is there no advantage to using electronic reading devices?
These devices transform the book from a volume into an interface:
they provide access to contents that are stored either on a server,
or on the device itself, but that access depends on permission from
the supplier. As a simple surface,
the device is light and portable, and
permits me to move about with
thousands of works at my fingertips. The main problem is the question of sharing and transmission.
The container, the reading device,
belongs to me, but the contents no
longer do. My access to the content
How are our reading habits changing in
is temporary, non-transferable, and
the digital age? Frédéric Kaplan, a
can be revoked at any time. This is
professor at the Swiss Federal Institute
what we must learn to accept, if we
of Technology (EPFL) in Lausanne,
want to take advantage of digital
reading’s flexibility.
looks into the past, present and future of

From Tool
to Machine
the book.

How does this digital shift change
our reading habits?
Interview by Pierre-Yves Frei
All of today’s new communication
and information technologies exert
And the machine?
cognitive influences that cannot be
It automatizes specific uses of tools in order to produce pre-defined summed up as one single effect. Some claim that the e-book is not
results. As an extension of our arms and movements, a tool re- conducive to the immersive and linear experience characteristic
mains open to being used in extended, and sometimes creative, of novel-reading, and that we will be returning to the more agile
ways. For example: A hammer is for driving in nails, but it can also reading practices of Montaigne’s time. Montaigne, that great
be used to break something, or as a paperweight. The machine, on thinker, used to leap from one book to the next, almost never finthe other hand, transforms a manual gesture into a mechanism ishing those he started, and gleaning ideas here and there as he
that is optimized and more efficient, but obviously less flexible. A went. He practised what the writer Daniel Pennac today calls “the
map printed on paper is still a tool. It is meant to be used in a cer- inviolable right of the reader.” With or without digital devices,
tain way, as a representation of geography, but nothing stops us some of us continue to read in Montaigne’s style, especially when
from using it to protect ourselves against the rain or to wrap up it comes to newspapers, criticism or dictionaries. Conversely, some
vegetables. Google Maps offers us a lot more than a paper map: like avid novel-readers do read e-books in an immersive and linear way.
the zoom function or the detailed view. But you can only use it to
do the things for which it was programmed. It’s a more powerful Will our reading experience – and ultimately, our very culture –
machine, but also a more rigid one.
be impoverished by this digital revolution?
On the contrary: it is easy to argue that our reading experience can
Would you say that the invention of the printing press led to the potentially become richer and more varied. However, we do have
“machinization” of the book?
to ask ourselves what kinds of works are suited to being read in the
The long history of printing does indeed represent the first phase new ecosystem that is currently developing. It is by promoting the
of an evolution that progressively machinized conventional pro- emergence of new cultural forms that a technology can make a
duction methods as they had been practised in the scriptorium and major impact on our culture.
DIG ITAL M E DIA & T H E AR T S
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How will the content of our books evolve as they grow more
machine-like?
Because of its standardization of formats and practices, and the
ease with which its contents can be linked, the machine-book becomes the natural host for encyclopedic forms of knowledge. This
is paradoxical, because the encyclopedia has always been the e nemy
of the traditional book. The encyclopedia is a perpetually expanding work in progress; it attempts to contain the entire world by
adopting a systematic approach. The book, on the other hand, is
limited in space and time, and offers a specific and unique perspective on the world. Thanks to advances in computer technology,

“

tertainment series is preparing us for the advent of new forms of
academic narration.
Won’t it be possible for all these forms to coexist?
I don’t think so, in the long run. Major technological transfor
mations tend to have a profound and lasting impact on culture.
The evolution toward the machine-book and the transformation
of classic twentieth-century narrative modes have already reshaped
the landscape of information technologies at our disposal. These
new media and new instruments have already begun to profoundly
change the way we think and how we see the world.

The e-reader has transformed the act of reading into
something mechanized: the book stops being a tool and
becomes a machine.

”

encyclopedic formats have developed considerably, and have begun transforming all sorts of contents by standardizing and linking them. Music used to come packaged into albums, presented in
a pre-determined sequence; today the individual tracks have been
set free and can be linked in all kinds of ways. With the onslaught
of digitalization, individual books have become linked with one
another, and ultimately make up one gigantic encyclopedia that is
constantly being expanded and updated.
Does the encyclopedia represent the future of the book?
All types of books with encyclopedic structures – like dictionaries,
cook books, travel books, and of course encyclopedias themselves
– will be very much at home in the new world of standardized and
machinized reading. They will simply become collections of information which may be displayed in a variety of ways, depending on
the interface and the context. But of course there are other kinds
of books that are not as well-suited to this logic. I’m thinking
particularly of children’s books, which have always stood out because of their highly inventive content and form. They will hardly
be affected by standardization.
Is the dominance of the encyclopedic form inescapable?
Nothing is certain. It was only several decades after Gutenberg that
the first truly innovative page layouts were developed, introducing
a visual language clearly different from that of the manuscript. We
do not know whether the encyclopedic phenomenon will sweep
away everything in its path, or whether various non-standardized
little islands will survive and develop, introducing new forms of
narration and presentation.
What shape might tomorrow’s academic or scholarly forms
take?
Popular forms are often harbingers of scholarly forms. For example, popular books in the eighteenth century encouraged readers
to adopt an attentive, immersive and solitary reading style; this
paved the way, several decades later, for books like The Origin of
Species or Das Kapital. Perhaps our current infatuation with en-

Frédéric Kaplan was born in France in 1974. A graduate of
the École Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications
(Paris), he worked at the Sony Computer Science Laboratory
for ten years. Today he holds the chair in Digital Humanities
at the EPFL in Lausanne.
http://frederickaplan.com
Pierre-Yves Frei was born in Geneva in 1964, and studied
International Relations and in Earth Sciences. He is a science
journalist and also curates educational exhibitions for the
general public.
Translated from the French by Margie Mounier and
Marcy Goldberg
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ow might a twenty-first-century flâneur experience
the public sphere? While drifting through the arena
of urban space, he (or she) would naturally encounter architectural constructions, shopping arcades,
anonymous crowds of people, and traffic: not much
different from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
when thinkers like Charles Baudelaire and Walter Benjamin first
developed the idea of the flâneur, that dandyish creature wandering aimlessly through the city in an attempt to grasp its social
workings. But with the advent of electronic media in our everyday
lives, social space has expanded into a new dimension. A hyperspace made up of data streams and networks now shapes communication and behaviour – and thus our lives as a whole.

the internet itself, exploring its technical foundations and processes, and positioning themselves against increasingly centralized organizations like Google, Amazon and Facebook. Most recently, artists have shifted their attention to the overlapping of
real space and the information sphere. Since the introduction of
Web 2.0, which made users into contributors, the emphasis has
been on making virtual spaces physically perceptible. “Net art pioneers wanted to claim the internet for themselves, and occupy
it as a space for art,” says Sabine Himmelsbach, director of the
Haus für elektronische Künste (House of Electronic Arts) in
Basel. “The current generation works at the intersection of virtual and real spaces.”
Savicˇic´ – who has roots in Bosnia-Herzegovina, grew up in
Vienna, lives in Lausanne, and studied digital art and new media
Suffering through the city
at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna and the Piet Zwart InThis new phenomenon is most vividly portrayed by media artist stitute in Rotterdam – sees himself, as he puts it, as “a hybrid of
Gordan Savicˇic´ in his performance project Constraint City – The developer, designer, media architect, marketing machine and comPain of Everyday Life (2008 – 10).
puter hacker.” Right now, for inSavicˇic´ films himself on his
stance, he is working on a longstrolls through cities like Berlin,
term project called Unpleasant
Vienna and Rotterdam. He is
Design: a study on design in pubdressed as an urban dandy with
lic spaces that is intended to dislong hair, mustache and black
cipline and control passersby.
pants, but for his bare chest, covBut he is also one of those interered only with a corset made of
net artists who are becoming intight plastic straps squeezing his
creasingly interested in the interbody. As he walks through underaction between real space and the
ground walkways, past cafés and
internet. These artists ask how
mobile technologies influence
along sidewalks, his face in
The culture of Web 2.0 has spawned a new
our perception and our behavvoluntarily constricts in pain.
The plastic straps have suddenly
iour, and focus on the physical
generation of “hacktivist” artists
tightened even further around
materialization of the supposedly
attempting to reconnect the virtual world
his ribcage, nearly cutting off his
dematerialized virtual world.
with lived experience.
breathing. The corset, activated
Virtual euthanasia
by wireless game consoles, reacts
as soon as he enters a WLAN area:
With the project Web 2.0 Suicide
By Brigitte Ulmer
the stronger the wireless signal,
Machine, Savicˇic´ aimed straight
the tighter the corset becomes.
at the heart of social media culSavicˇic´ stroll through electroniture, a sphere in which relationcally networked urban spaces becomes a Via Dolorosa, charted as ships – from friendship to fandom and customer relations – are
a pain map generated by the electronic Geographic Information being rationalized through the shift onto the internet. On the webSystem (GIS), which records the routes and the varying intensity site of the same name, Savicˇic´ offered “suicide” software allowing
of the electronic signals. The pain map not only illustrates the den- users to eradicate their digital identities on social media sites like
sity of wireless networks in a given city. By inscribing the invisible Facebook or Twitter by simply pressing a key; the logo was a red
reality of electronic networks directly onto his body, it also sym- button with a hangman’s noose. As in a near-death experience, usbolizes the everyday torture of constant communication and 24/7 ers see old messages and pictures of “friends” flash before their
availability that plague the twenty-first century flâneur.
eyes, until their profiles are gone. Up to January 2010, the program
With the spread of the internet in the early 1990s, networked offered virtual assisted suicide to over a thousand users. Over
space became a new sphere of activity for artists. Invisible, intan- 80,500 friendships were ended and 276,000 tweets erased. Savicˇic´
gible, but with a presence that fundamentally changed our exist- claimed that he wanted to “inject noise into the system” and proence, the internet was predestined to become a playground and mote “awareness of the social and political implications of technolaboratory for artists. As the net became increasingly available to logical progress.”
The internet and Web 2.0 culture have created a panoply of
the general public and thus increasingly commercialized, internet activists began to clearly mark off their territory. Since then, options for activities, communication, and everything from
artists have begun to work more intensively with the medium of self-realization to shopping. At the same time however, they have

Digital
Dandy or
Data Pirate?
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also opened up a fascinating space for subversive acts. “Subversion is front and centre,” says Himmelsbach. “More and more,
people are questioning who has access to what information.” Net
activists take on the role of David against the Goliaths of the corporations.

Ubermorgen considers the reactions to their projects to be an integral part of the art itself. Google’s response to this project – like
sending threatening legal letters regarding the supposed abuse of
the AdSense software – thus became part of the performance.

The hacktivist struggle

The compromising of the individual and the soul as a result of Web
2.0 culture, the ever-present data streams and the permanent renunciation of the self on the internet, are targets for these artists
and their activities. Savicˇic´’s work is clearly dedicated to activism.
Ubermorgen, on the other hand, do not consider themselves as
activists. On their website, they declare that their work has “no political agenda.” Rather, they see themselves in the communicative
and experimental tradition of Viennese Actionism associated with
Hermann Nitsch: as actionists, not activists. They are interested
in the notion of authority, whether in business or politics. Both
Savicˇic´ and Ubermorgen work according to the principle of “détournement” introduced by the Situationist art movement in the
1960s as a method for subverting and undermining “the society
of the spectacle” by using its own means and methods. Today, the
internet is the “spectacle” and thus is simultaneously the target,
the location, the scene of the action, the material and the instrument. Performance artworks contribute to the production of
knowledge, always with the goal of reinforcing the subject in the
vast virtual field of hyperlinks and codes.

Hans Bernhard and Elisabeth Haas (alias lizvlx) of the Swiss-Austrian duo Ubermorgen were among the earliest artists to take on
the “David” role. Founded in 1995, Ubermorgen has teamed up
with various partners over the years and is currently engaged,
among other things, in creating parodies of video games and music videos. As internet artists they have made a name for themselves
primarily with clever projects that oscillate between reality and fiction in an attempt to undermine major companies like Amazon
and Google. Hans Bernhard, who studied visual design under P
 eter
Weibel in Vienna, and lizvlx, who attended the Vienna University
of Economics and Business, are essentially internet pirates or
“hacktivists,” and it is never entirely clear whether their activities
in legally hazy areas are actually crimes or not.
Through their project Amazon Noir – The Big Book Crime,
Ubermorgen made it possible to download entire books for free,
by hacking into Amazon’s popular “search inside this book” function. Using a robot cluster, they set a computerized process in motion that could make up to five thousand search inquiries for a single book. Using search terms for the most commonly-appearing
words like “and,” they were able to access all of a book’s pages. The
text passages were subsequently digitally filtered and reconstituted
back into a complete book. This art-activist project raised some
thorny and very timely questions, such as: To whom does content
belong? Who is allowed to use it? Who pays? And what happens
when download software is provided for free? The project was part

“

Reinforcing the subject

Since the introduction of Web 2.0 made users into
contributors, the emphasis has been on making virtual
spaces physically perceptible.
of the EKMRZ (“e-commerce”) trilogy started in 2005, which involved “abusing” software for their own devices and thus questioning the power position of the big online companies by subverting
their business models using their own instruments.
Another part of the trilogy was the project Google Will Eat
Itself (GWEI), in which Ubermorgen took aim at the omnipresent internet giant. The artists created websites on which they
placed Google ads, using the company’s AdSense program. They
then clicked anonymously on the ads, causing Google to pay the
sites’ owners – in other words, Ubermorgen – a percentage for
the seemingly successful click rate. With the money they earned,
Ubermorgen bought shares in Google. The resulting cycle of
earning and reinvesting set a cannibalistic process in motion in
which, according to the artists, Google would devour itself. They
stated that they were simply exposing “shareholder-value totalitarianism.”

”

Brigitte Ulmer studied history, communications and political
science at the University of Zurich, and art history at
Goldsmiths College in London. She works as an independent
curator and journalist based in Zurich.
Translated from the German by Marcy Goldberg
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Flo Kaufmann inside a lightbulb projection. The artist
turns junk and simple objects into
technically complex machines and installations.
www.floka.com/art.html

18

Camille Scherrer creates a magical world with her papercut
designs, and makes it come alive digitally. Here she
stands with a projection from her work In the Woods, 2011.
www.chipchip.ch
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hen the American video game developer Dun- when it announced the two billionth download for Angry Birds.
can Pond moved to Switzerland in 2009, he was Finnish venture capital firms such as Accel, Atomico and Index are
shocked: “There was just nothing here. Not a prepared to sink tens of millions into promising titles.
Gratifying though that success is for the firms concerned, it
trace of a commercial games industry.” Consequently, Pond and his St. Gallen-based company is perhaps even more important for Finland’s start-up studios,
Crown Adam kept up their relationships with US games publish- which have tripled in number to 180 over the last three years. “The
ers, for whom he developed successful titles such as Picnic Wars main difference is that the companies now believe in themselves.
and Jewel Quest: Mysteries. There have been quite a few changes They know they can do anything,” Peter Vesterbacka, the chief
in Switzerland since then. One major contributor to the improved marketing officer of Rovio, told Techcrunch. Switzerland also has
image of computer games has been Pro Helvetia’s Gameculture its own international chart-topper: Farming Simulator. Developed
programme, which after a three-year run has been succeeded by by the Giants Software studio in Zurich, it has become a global
the Mobile programme. “Video games from Swiss developers have bestseller since its launch in 2008, and has now been installed
repeatedly won prizes in international competitions,” says Sylvain more than four million times on mobile devices, PCs and consoles.
Gardel, head of Impulse Programmes at Pro Helvetia. “The spe- A number of Swiss games have come away with awards from incialist journal Wired recently published articles about the Swiss ternational competitions. Etter Studio’s Drei, which won a prize
games IDNA from Apelab and
in the Swiss Games call for proDrei from Etter Studio. And the rejects, was nominated for “Excelspected British magazine Edge has
lence in Visual Arts” at the Indealso turned its attention to the
pendent Games Festival in San
Swiss games industry.”
Francisco.
Yet despite this welcome deLess appetite for risk in
velopment, there is still nothing
Switzerland
that could be described as a games
industry in Switzerland. Instead,
Mario von Rickenbach and Florian
The artistic and the commercial are often
there is a loose collection of small
Faller, who were associated with
considered to be mutually exclusive. But
start-ups attempting to gain a footsome of the games mentioned
if Switzerland’s digital creative industry is
hold in the international computer
above, both trained at the Zurich
to succeed, economic and cultural
game sector, because the market
University of the Arts (ZHdK). But
at home is too small. Sometimes
the Haute Ecole d’Art et de Design
initiatives will have to work together.
termed “art-ups” in reference to
(HEAD) in Geneva is also a fretheir creative aspirations, they are
quent source of computer games
By Marc Bodmer
often two- to three-person outfits
that attract international attenoperating below the radar of tradition. Graduates of the prestigious
tional business developers. In fact,
Swiss Federal Institutes of Techthese tiny companies represent investment opportunities in in- nology in Lausanne and Zurich (EPFL and ETH respectively) are
teractive media and design on the front line of digital develop- strongly represented in the middleware sector, which develops proment. “Video games are an effective combination of artistic know- grammes used to create digital works. Procedural, a spin-off from
how with technological and business acumen,” explains Didier the ETH in Zurich whose CityEngine can be used to design virtual
Mesnier, head of the business cluster Alp ICT.
cities, was bought up by the US cartographic company Esri, while
the EPFL start-up Faceshift, creator of a simplified motion capture
Finland’s successful games industry
programme for real-time animation, teamed up with Warner Bros.
Duncan Pond sounds a note of caution: “The games industry is Interactive to promote the best-selling game Batman: Arkham
highly speculative. Worldwide, only about one game in twenty Origins.
So Swiss game designers have achieved international recogmakes a profit. A games manufacturer that achieves a ratio of 1:10
is doing very well.” What exactly does “very well” mean? For a cou- nition in a field that is both artistic and commercial, with a numple of examples far removed from the headline-grabbing big names ber of successful launches in the middleware segment under their
such as the infamous Grand Theft Auto V, which cost over 125 mil- belts. Switzerland also has the world’s highest density of smartlion dollars to produce but raked in a billion dollars within three phones and, with it, an attractive domestic market in the app segdays of release, we need only look northwards. “2013 marked the ment (albeit one that is too small). Nevertheless, the country has
year that Helsinki became a global gaming capital in its own right,” failed over recent years to develop a viable ecosystem of the kind
wrote the technology blog TechCrunch. Last year saw the recently that has grown up in countries such as Finland, Canada and Gerestablished Finnish studio Supercell blossom into a company with many. What does Switzerland need to do to prevent a brain drain,
a staggering market capitalization of three billion dollars thanks as highly trained graduates move abroad in search of greener
to the success of its two free-to-play games Clash of Clans and Hay pastures? “We need to support the transition from university to
Day, while its compatriot Rovio attracted international attention market to ensure that value creation stays in the country,” argues

Game
Changers
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Sylvain Gardel from Pro Helvetia. “We have to transform students
into entrepreneurs who can find an audience and so create jobs.”
Successful examples of this kind of promotion already exist:
both the ZHdK and HEAD are home to incubators that help selected graduates take their first steps into professional life. The
AHEAD foundation funds a work space and provides concrete help
to start-ups through its advisors. “Although our programme includes an introduction to marketing, it doesn’t cover everything,”
says Jean-Pierre Greff, HEAD’s director. “The incubator is a way of

“

c onfident that Europe will lead the computer games market in
future. For Switzerland, with its dependence on exports, that is
a positive development and an opportunity to exploit linguistic
diversity by adapting games into the country’s official languages. “Switzerland is a highly attractive location,” says Chris
Bergstresser, commercial director of the extremely successful online platform Miniclip, based in Neuchâtel. “But investors aren’t
aware of what’s going on here. When you go to games conferences
abroad, you see the UK, Germany and France talking up the
advantages of their locations. Switzerland
needs to be there too. There’s good money
Getting to where we can call ourselves a nation of gamers
to be made with games.” The creative inwill require money, patience and skills.
dustry, meanwhile, needs to cast aside
false modesty and bang the drum for Swiss
filling the gaps, and most of the chosen graduates end up with a skills, innovation and design, because even the best game will not
small company of their own.” Coaching and the acquisition of busi- attract investors if nobody knows about it. It also takes money –
ness skills such as project management are especially crucial in something about which the Finns could tell us a thing or two. But
this early phase. Swiss game designer Reto Spoerri stresses the im- unlike us, they are actually doing something about it.
portance of being able to let a project go: “When you’re working to
a fixed time schedule, you have to get the game finished. That’s
something a lot of game developers have trouble with.”
In Switzerland, though, the idea of abandoning a project –
failing – is equally problematic. According to the Amway Global
Entrepreneurship Report 2013 (AGER), which surveyed 26,000
people in twenty-four nations, fear of financial losses is the biggest
hurdle confronting those contemplating self-employment. But the
report also reveals clear differences between the countries polled:
going it alone is viewed extremely positively in Finland (92 %),
Denmark (90 %), the Netherlands and France (86 %). In Switzerland, by contrast, the figure is just 57 %. “When entrepreneurs in
Switzerland fail, their reputation takes a serious hit. Their prospects of bringing their experience to bear in another start-up project are virtually zero,” laments Sylvie Reinhard, CEO of the innovation conference Lift.

”

Europe as market leader
“Many people can’t see the connection between culture and business,” explains Rahel Kamber, project manager in the City of Zurich’s Office for Economic Development, which is supporting a
games festival in the city this autumn in association with Pro Helvetia and other partners. “Game design in particular requires a
broad skill set, from developing a storyline through creating an
accessible interface to, of course, software programming.” The areas in which computer games can be used are correspondingly diverse, ranging from entertainment to rehabilitation to schools.
“We need to educate people, because investment in game development supports a future-oriented market,” says Rahel Kamber.
Game designer Spoerri agrees: “We are in an era of gamification.
Very few people realize that they are actually ‘gaming’ in all kinds
of contexts. Loyalty programmes of the kind operated by banks,
airlines and shops, where you collect points, are essentially very
much like games. Yet gaming is still regarded as something
vaguely disreputable.”
Getting to where we can call ourselves a nation of gamers will
require money, patience and skills. But Duncan Pond remains

Marc Bodmer (b. 1963) is a lawyer and freelance journalist,
and has been writing on video games and digital media for
over twenty years. He is an independent games expert at Pro
Helvetia.
www.marcbodmer.com
Translated from the German by Geoffrey Spearing
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n the digital age, legends can take on strange forms. One such
story involves a mobile phone hidden inside a chocolate cake,
containing clues to the whereabouts of a blockbuster movie
villain. We are talking here about a promotional stunt in connection with the viral marketing campaign for the 2008 Batman film The Dark Knight, known to industry insiders as the “Why
So Serious?” campaign. With clues embedded in a variety of platforms, Warner Bros. Studios encouraged fans to search for the new
villain from their latest superhero production. In North America,
the most intrepid fans came across the above-mentioned chocolate
cakes, which featured a telephone number written in icing across
the top. When the number was dialed, a mobile phone wired inside
the cake would ring. A
 ccording to estimates, around ten million
people participated in the hunt for the notorious Joker. The film itself was ultimately seen by over
seventy million people worldwide,
and generated more than a billion
dollars in profits. No surprise,
then, that the multimedia scavenger hunt still lights up the imaginations of media professionals six
years later.

the purpose of creating a unified and coordinated entertainment
experience. Ideally, each medium makes its own unique contribution to the unfolding of the story.” Unlike crossmedia, which offers
the same content across several channels, transmedia is like a puzzle whose parts are distributed across many different platforms,
where they must be found and pieced together by the users.
It is clear why interest in transmedia runs just as high among
film and television producers as among marketers. The stronger
the presence of media in everyday life, and the greater the diversity
of media platforms, the more important it becomes for a project to
be present on all channels and all devices. If not, companies worry
they will not garner enough attention and, as a result, will lose
(advertising) revenues. Although there are still no fail-safe recipes
for the success of transmedia projects, individual case studies show
how attention can be generated
for specific content and adapted
to occupy a variety of channels.

The
Transmedia
Puzzle

Emotional involvement

The best overview on the subject is American media journalist Frank Rose’s 2012 bestseller
The Art of Immersion. One of
A unique and coordinated
the examples in Rose’s book is
experience
the award-winning television
And yet, the reality of current
series Lost (2004–2010), which
Transmedia storytelling sounds fascinating,
transmedia projects is sobering.
captivated audiences with an
but what exactly does it entail? Examples
increasingly complex web of
The majority cannot hope to
drawn from television and marketing in the
narrative levels and jumps in
match the scope of “Why So SeriUnited States and Germany reveal the
ous?” In addition, most projects
time, and continued to hold its
tend to concentrate on a differfans’ interest and curiosity with
potential and the challenges of this new and
ent platform: television. Kristian
online clips and interactive
interactive form.
Costa-Zahn, a producer at Bergames. Purists do not consider
lin’s UFA Lab – a “laboratory for
Lost to be a genuine example of
By Hannah Pilarczyk
new media and digital entertaintransmedia storytelling, bement” – explains why. “Without
cause the internet material did
not appear until the end of the
a wide-access medium like television, you cannot generate the attention you need for the first push first season, as a way of keeping audiences’ attention until the next
quickly enough,” he says. “If you have a big marketing budget, you season started. Still, Lost provides several key points of reference
might be able to compensate for that, but how many projects have for transmedia narrative. In The Art of Immersion Carlton Cuse,
that kind of budget?”
one of Lost’s executive producers, explains that the series was
On the German television scene, 2011 was the start-up year created according to the principle of first getting viewers hooked
for transmedia projects. One of them was the public broadcaster on the characters, and then introducing the story questions. “The
ZDF’s interactive crime story Rescue Dina Foxx (orig: Wer rettet show became an excuse to develop a community. And the basis of
Dina Foxx?), produced by Costa-Zahn’s UFA Lab. Another was the it was that people were able to debate open-ended questions –
computer espionage thriller Alpha 0.7, shown on SWR, one of Ger- questions that we insisted be open-ended, and that would get fans
many’s biggest regional public-service broadcasters. Compared to engaged in the show.”
other countries, Germany is something of a latecomer.
That kind of emotional involvement is exactly what has been
The expression “transmedia” has been wafting through pro- missing so far from German-language transmedia projects. With
duction companies, studios and research institutes for about fifteen the Dina Foxx story, ZDF deliberately kept the television proyears. But the first graspable definition was only delivered in 2006 gramme that introduced the crime to a one-hour length, in order
by media scholar Henry Jenkins, then a professor of media studies to encourage viewers to subsequently go online to try to solve the
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Transmedia storytell- case. But this was hardly enough time to develop a media relationing, according to Jenkins, is a process in which “elements of fiction ship with the character of Dina Foxx. In the end, only a thousand
are dispersed systematically across multiple delivery channels for users became actively engaged in her story.
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a transmedia joke, in which even porcelain dishes became a storytelling medium? As a project on political activism, RLF’s ability to
activate users was modest, to say the least: the online game only
attracted about a hundred players.
In view of such numbers, the commercial breakthrough for
German transmedia storytelling is not yet imminent. The biggest
impetus will probably continue to come from public-service
broadcasters. “They know that television is entering a new phase
in its evolution, and they are willing to experiment a lot,” says
producer Costa-Zahn. “And yet, they rarely
dare to schedule their transmedia projects
Ideally, each medium makes its own unique contribution
in television slots that would generate
to the unfolding of the story.
more attention.” Still, Costa-Zahn himself
continues to work tirelessly toward a
Émilie’s last evening of singlehood and about the status of the var- breakthrough for transmedia storytelling in Germany. At the moious men in her life. This romantic story was not only a success in ment, he is working on a sequel to the Dina Foxx story for ZDF,
Canada: it also won the award for the best transmedia project at to be released in November 2014. This time, the project will inthe Geneva international film and television festival Tous Écrans clude two complete television broadcasts: one at the beginning
in November 2013.
and one at the end of the story. Maybe that will be enough time
for viewers to get to know Dina well enough to want to follow her
From viewer to activist
into futher transmedia worlds.
Intensely involving the users does lead to other problems. On the
one hand, the fans want the producers to know where the story is
going, but at the same time, they too want to have a say in the
story, as Lost creator Damon Lindelof has noted. Kristian Costa-
Zahn has also had to struggle with this dilemma. Together with
the Berlin design professor and author Friedrich von Borries, he
developed RLF: a transmedia art-protest project featuring a critique of capitalism aimed at inciting users to become political activists. The acronym RLF is ostensibly a reference to the famous
Adorno quotation, “Es gibt kein richtiges Leben im falschen”
(“there is no right life in the wrong one”). But RLF could also stand
for “real life fiction” or might even be a reference to the militant
German RAF group.
RLF was launched in September 2013 with the publication
of a book of the same title by the respected German publishing
house Suhrkamp. In the book, author von Borries introduced the
story of an activist trio that then turned up in real life in a television documentary broadcast on Arte. The project’s makers were
deliberately vague as to whether the three protagonists – the fulltime a ctivist Slavia, the artist Mikael and the creative director Jan
– actually existed. The RLF project concluded with an online
video game, where users compete for status points by engaging
in predetermined forms of political activism. Costa-Zahn says:
“As soon as the book was published, we could not predict how the
project would develop. There was only one thing we wanted to
avoid: inciting people to set fire to cars. RLF is definitely a peaceful protest movement.”
The transmedia project also had an unusual business model.
In line with the idea of beating capitalism with its own weapons,
political resistance was to be financed through the sale of high-end
retail items. For instance, the project’s authors teamed up with the Hannah Pilarczyk (b. 1977) writes about culture for
Royal Porcelain Factory Berlin to create a gold-rimmed tea service Spiegel Online in Hamburg. Her book Sie nennen es Leben,
worth six thousand Euros. Were Costa-Zahn and von Borries seri- on the digital generation, was published in 2011.
ous about the politican intent of their project? Or was RLF merely Translated from the German by Marcy Goldberg

By contrast, the French-Canadian transmedia project Émilie was
much more successful at getting users involved in its heroine’s life.
Launched on Valentine’s Day 2013, Émilie is a romantic comedy
about a young woman who, on the night before her wedding, begins to question whether she is marrying the right man. Interactive online films allow viewers to get to know Émilie’s fiancé and
three other men who play important roles in her life. Interaction
with the characters is set up through pre-fabricated text messages
and voicemails from the protagonists that inform the users about

“

”
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For her game OKO (2012) the game designer Nadezda Suvorova
arranged NASA satellite images into an interactive puzzle.
The goal: to recreate the original image by stopping the rotating
discs at the right points.
www.nadezdas.com
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T

he technique known as remixing has been familiar to
us since the electronic music of the 1990s. Yet it has
now spread to other fields as well, largely because these
days almost all cultural works are digitally coded, either in their entirety or at least in their reproducible
aspects. Two essential characteristics of the remix are the identifiability of the sources and the free use that is made of them. The
former creates an internal system of cross-references that crucially
informs the new statement; the latter is indispensable if the new
creation is to measure up to the material used. The remix, as Ulf
Poschardt writes in the context of DJ culture, “is concerned not
with salvaging an existing authenticity but rather with creating a
new one.”

routinely confronted with things whose precise origin and meaning we do not know, or whose meaning does not fit the context in
which we use them. Engaging with this world often involves using
what already exists as a building block in the construction of new
meaning. In the process, the source frequently loses its central position in the meaning of an object and is displaced by the context
of its current use. In this sense, the remix is also an attitude that,
though it may owe its birth to the fact of working with digital material, is in no way limited to it.
From Hirschhorn’s art …

The spread of the remix as method is transforming the cultural
landscape across the board, from high art to a new and vital emerging popular culture. From the perspective of the remix, works by
A culture of quotation
artists as otherwise diverse as Thomas Hirschhorn or Gerda Steiner
Where the analog montage aimed to bring together separate and & Jörg Lenzlinger have more common features than differences,
inherently stable “finished parts” in order to create something that in formal terms. Both work with large, open collections of heterowas itself fixed, the digital remix
geneous materials from widely
is characterized by fluidity. The
differing origins, using them to
components being blended are
develop their own classification
changed, adapted and transsystems and thereby create interformed. The remix, then, emrelationships of meaning, at least
phasizes not so much the distemporarily. Both often employ
continuity between the elements
strongly visual elements – brown
being combined, as their syntheadhesive tape in Hirschhorn’s
sis in the new; a synthesis that,
case, crystallized urea in that of
most of the time, is only tempoSteiner & Lenzlinger – to meld
rary. Needless to say, this is far
diverse materials into a new
easier to do with digital objects
whole. The result is a precarious
Mixing and remixing are artistic practices
balance between the disparity of
than with analog ones. Digital,
though, does not necessarily
the individual parts and the
best known to us from the world of music.
mean electronic: it simply indicoherence of their interrelation.
But they occur in numerous artistic genres,
cates that the information is
Both therefore create moments
and find their particular, modern exprescoded using a finite system of
of presence, densification and
sion in memes.
discrete symbols that are themconcentration, against the backselves meaningless. In that
drop of a deluge of competing,
sense, as literary scholar Florian
ultimately chaotic cultural fragBy Felix Stalder
Cramer points out, alphabetic
ments that today even include
script has always been digital, esbiological processes. In terms of
pecially since the advent of printing. This has made it easy to pro- content their worlds could hardly be more different; but they emduce “perfect copies” of printed texts, and allowed sections to be ploy comparable procedures in order to gather and transform maremoved from one context and slotted into another without any- terial and insert it into a new system of meaning and action. One
thing getting lost along the way.
consequence of this is that their works have no beginning – the maQuotation is a form of remixing. A whole series of conventions terials used were already there before they were picked up by artists
concerning insertion and omission has been developed to enable – and no final form, but rather a presence that is never more than
direct quotations to be edited in such a way that they can be inte- transient. They can be taken apart again, separated out into their
grated seamlessly into the new text while remaining identifiable former parts or new ones, and recombined in a different way. This
as elements of a different one. Now, a culture of quotation familiar means that certain elements frequently reappear in works, changto us from the text-oriented sciences is expanding into other con- ing their meaning while at the same time creating continuity.
This provisional, temporary and, therefore, performative eletexts, but without their strictly formal referencing conventions.
However, the fact that today’s culture is digitally coded is only ment is typical of remix culture. If meaning consists in the free inone reason for the increasing importance of the remix. It is also a terweaving of heterogeneous and ambivalent elements, then each
way of being active in a world filled with a baffling array of cultural remix is no more than one of many possible remixes and the maobjects whose meaning and order have become fragmented or terials used, be they digital, mass-produced or self-renewing, are
questionable. Online especially (though not exclusively), we are still available for other combinations. The remix does not overwrite

The New
Folk Art of
the Internet
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the old: it adds to it. What distinguishes the methods of a
Hirschhorn or Steiner & Lenzlinger from other remixes is the individual signature typical of their art-world context, and the aspiration to create new networks of meaning that are generated in the
process of arranging and combining.

“

references that are considered relevant within the niche concerned. It is not a process in which everyone has an equal say.
Niches can be small or large, the resources available to them can
vary; but no longer is any one of them in a position to declare its
reference points or its canon to be binding on all the others. Perfectly integrated into contemporary capitalism, cultural pluralism
… to the singing Nyan Cat
has become the norm. The question is whether the cultural landAt the other end of the scale are remix phenomena that no longer scape, and with it society, will continue to fragment in such a way
have any discernible signature: cultural productions that have that the individual groups are increasingly unable to understand
passed through so many hands and been changed, altered and re- each other; or whether our society will rise to the challenge of
building bridges between the various
niches and enable productive exchange beWhat makes the meme a meme is not the popularity
tween the differences.

of the individual work, but the countless versions that
can be made of it.
peated so many times that they have lost all trace of originality and,
through multiple manipulations, have become anonymous. The
best-known example is what are termed “internet memes.” These
are small cultural phenomena that can be simply appropriated and
replicated, that follow a certain basic pattern but are endlessly variable, and so can easily be disseminated. One of the most enduring
Internet memes is the Nyan Cat which, as Wikipedia helpfully explains, merges “a Japanese pop song with an animated cartoon cat
with the body of a Pop-Tart, flying through space, and leaving a
rainbow trail behind it,” the song being a remix of a piece entitled
“Nyanyanyanyanyanyanya!” The origin of this meme, which is itself a remix, is a three-and-a-half minute video loop that was uploaded to YouTube in April 2011 and has been viewed more than
100 million times since. But what makes the meme a meme is not
the popularity of the individual work, but the countless versions
that can be made of it: from YouTube remixes to computer games,
T-shirts, graffiti, key chains, DIY kits, blackboard pictures, instructional videos and so on, ad infinitum.
The de facto (if often not de jure) free availability of cultural
artefacts – digital and analog, electronic and physical – and new
technologies that facilitate the task of processing large volumes of
information and automating many steps in the design process –
such as when music software automatically synchronizes the
rhythms of two pieces so that they can be blended together more
easily – has given rise to a rich cultural landscape of the remix that
has created a wealth of new productive contexts spanning high culture and the internet culture of the meme. These allow ever-increasing numbers of people to become producers of culture and
reach audiences large or small. A new popular culture is being
born: one in which, as in the traditional, the boundaries between
production, reproduction and reception are fluid. Often more important than the big, isolated innovations are the small changes,
the minor adjustments to fit another context. Out of the chaos of
almost meaningless artefacts, the culture of semiotic abundance,
they create a new interrelationship that acquires local meaning for
a particular circle of people and a certain period of time.
This developing cultural landscape is one of the many niches
in which culture (in other words: shared meaning) is produced
from an individual perspective and deploys a repertoire of specific

”

Felix Stalder is Professor of Digital Culture and Network
Theories at the Zurich University of the Arts (ZHdK), a
member of the board of the World Information Institute in
Vienna, and long-serving moderator of the international
mailing list nettime. His research interests include copyright,
free culture, privacy and search technologies.
felix.openflows.com
Translated from the German by Geoffrey Spearing
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he 2013 San Francisco Game Developers Conference slow production cycles.” One assignment might involve creating
was the place where students from the University of Los games to sync to a piece of music not more than five minutes long.
Angeles (UCLA) Game Lab met their Swiss counterparts Another includes reading a piece of short fiction and then adaptfor the first time. There, the two groups – masters stu- ing a game to its psychological tone. A recent assignment revolvdents in Media Design at Geneva University of Art and ing around arte povera, where impoverished materials were re-
Design (HEAD) and UCLA Game Lab students – came together to appropriated in a kind of political gesture, resulted in a student
show their work in a joint exhibition at the world’s premiere event turning a hot dog slathered in ketchup into a remote control. The
for advanced gaming technology. Called Game Gazer, the exhibi- lab itself is stocked not only with computers and consoles, but
tion was co-curated by Sophie Lamparter, swissnex San Francisco also with homegrown controllers, pinball machine innards, handHead of Public Programs and Andrea Muller, International made arcade tables, card games, board games, illustrations, and
Relations (HEAD), with the intention of looking into the future of much more. The space has an arcane, “do it yourself” organizagame design. As Lamparter extional system that feels, in ethos,
wholly punk.
plains: “Where does the next generation see itself going? What are
Getting beyond technology
its goals in terms of storytelling,
platform, and game technology
In this environment, the Game
itself?” Among the two dozen
Gazer participants were divided
Game Gazer submissions was
into groups of two or three – at
“Laser Cabinet,” in which the top
least one Swiss student per team
– and asked to create a complete
of a piece of furniture doubled
as an electronic target. “Perfect
game within three days. It’s a
popular concept called “game
Woman,” a socially and politically
cheeky video game, challenged its
jamming,” where makers get toFor a group of game design students
players to become as perfect as
gether and hash out a playable
from Switzerland and the UCLA Game Lab
possible, through artificial means.
game in a relatively short amount
in the United States, a joint project
“Arcade Backpack” required folof time. “We gave them some
meant the opportunity to share not only
lowing a portable videogame as its
tools and some constraints,” says
wearer went about his daily needs.
Eddo, “with a goal of building
knowledge and skills, but also
new physical interfaces for
Overall, Lamparter noted,
learning styles and philosophies.
games.” That meant replacing
the Swiss students tended toward
the keyboard, mouse, and joypolished and sleek design, while
By Liz Armstrong
the Angelenos favoured the bistick with something that they
zarre, silly, and polemical. But
built themselves.
this was only the beginning. “It’s
“I am particularly not ennice that people came to the exhibition,” says Lamparter, “and amored by new technology,” says Stern, “even though I am a techthere were so many people interested in students’ work. For me, nologist. Like, I didn’t even buy an Xbox Kinect.” In his view, techthough, what was most interesting is what happened afterwards.” nology becomes a convention when it is fetishized for its coolness
factor or newness, or becomes a crutch for design. At its worst,
To the laboratory
technology becomes a limitation when its extortionate pricing
From the exhibition, they all headed down to Los Angeles for a col- makes it inaccessible to burgeoning game designers. Though genlaborative workshop led by Game Lab professor Eddo Stern. “The erally speaking, lots of gaming technology or hardware is evencore mission of this lab is to look at games in a way without instru- tually stripped of its exclusivity through open source developmentalizing them for another purpose,” he says. Which can be ment, Stern would still prefer to envision a world where none of
difficult, considering all the light being shed on gaming lately: as it really matters. “My hope is that a greater diversity of aesthetics
a tool for enhanced learning, military training, fixing what needs and narratives continue to evolve the field of gaming,” he says. “I
repair, creating better health, or even literally solving myriad also wish that consoles as we know them – being controlled by
social, economic, or ecological problems.
a handful of companies – would go away. But I don’t see that
While that’s all wonderful, acknowledges Stern, in the Game happening just yet.”
Lab it’s a little beside the point. “To me,” he says, “new ideas come
For now, he’ll settle on stripping a console to its inner workfrom rejecting convention. The idea of not doing things right is ings. His classes often require students to build the mechanism
important. I try to isolate the creative process around making of a game from scratch. This permits “a much more up-close
games, and try to remove those constraints so people look at games relationship to the core of the game. But it involves a lot of
more as an expressive form, as open as possible.”
self-learning.” Stern acknowledges the suffering that comes from
To get students to break out of genre, Stern administers di- this type of approach, “because there’s always a sense of insecuverse exercises “as a kind of push-back against slick, expensive and rity, and loss of knowledge. You can’t really stick to something

A Laboratory
for Game
Design
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that you know works.” But these types of experiences are essential, he argues. “The fertilizer of creativity is saying, ‘I am totally
lost. I don’t know what I’m doing. I’m not a master, so I need to
figure this thing out.’ Then, something new happens. And maybe
it’s something really great.”

“

Currently, Lea Schoenfelder and Peter Lu, creators of “Perfect
Woman,” are seeking funding opportunities. While Lu says he has
no particular ambition to work in the gaming industry for another
company, he would like to be his own independent publisher.
“There are a lot of other people doing that right now,” he says.
“They make a game, and then put it online to sell, and it’s really
Two schools, two approaches
easy to do. But right now we’re really limited in what we can
Daniel Sciboz, head of the masters programme in Media Design at actually do with ‘Perfect Woman,’ because it requires the Xbox
HEAD, sees things a bit differently. “We are an art and design Kinect.” For now, their only option is to contact Microsoft, which
school, and our students must be proficient in a wide range of de- owns Xbox, and hope the company gets back to them with an availsigning techniques. In the master’s programme, Game Design is able slot on their platform. “It’s not really easy to do,” says Lu. “It’s
not the only discipline we teach. That’s a big difference compared pretty closed off for independent developers.” In the meantime,
to the UCLA Game Lab.” In Geneva, students work on projects he says, they’re entering it into as many festivals and competitions
ranging from interactions with smart objects, to mobile applica- as possible.
“I see preparing students for a job as the least important goal
tions and digital publishing. “But games are at the core of the
teaching,” Sciboz explains, “as they include all important issues of what we do here,” says Stern. “It’s very much part of a research
relevant for digital design: physical computing for creating con- university agenda not to teach them how to use the kind of tools
trollers, programming of interactive visual systems, and usability that will get them a job but teach them how to think creatively –
and then to make games in as broad a range
of context as possible.” Sciboz agrees: “We
Technology becomes a convention when it is fetishized
share a common approach to art and design
for its coolness factor or newness, or becomes a crutch
practice that is rooted in the experimental
for design.
approach to media arts.”
The main point, the two men emphaproblems.” At HEAD, programming is strongly emphasized out of size, is to get eyeballs on the projects. “With the arts that’s always
necessity, seen as a “tool that is essential to prototyping games, been a problem,” says Stern, “so I try to do a ton of events.” By hosttesting them, and discussing ideas.” Essentially, though, Sciboz ing public events every other month, eventually the opportunities
does not see a cultural gap between the two institutions. “Com- come. “To me it’s really important to give the students exposure
puter games are part of global digital culture, so students share that’s not bound to an agenda,” Stern continues. “You can prepare
common references. They speak the same artistic language.”
someone for a job and invite all the companies to come, but if you
Together, the teams of students produced games that pushed want people to be artists and independent developers, you’ve got
the Swiss a little more toward the strange, and the Angelenos to give them a chance to show their work on their own terms.”
toward the slick. For instance, the augmented reality game “Fromage à Trois” by Alex Rickett, Khalil Klouche, and Chris Reilly,
involves a magical cart that opens a portal into the sky, where humans with heads made of cheese freefall through the atmosphere.
The object is for the players to catch the creatures before they splatter in a pixilated mess. Delightful and ridiculous though this may
be in concept, it does serve a purpose: to encourage proficiency in
independent design. “It has to remain a state of mind,” says Sciboz.
Not only is this the sphere where new things pop up, it’s also where
there is the most versatility. “Independents can develop projects
without the constraints of firms too big to fail.” And they can reach
further than they aimed: “Fromage à Trois” is on its way to a game
exhibition in Tokyo.

”

Seeking funding opportunities
While Sciboz says HEAD does have the specific goal of “helping
students take positions as creative forces in the industry,” Stern
adamantly does not incorporate such ideals as part of his class.
“Our students usually do not think about commercialization issues until a project is already receiving some critical attention and
success,” says Stern. “I strongly encourage our students to make
games out of passion and not for financial gain. Once the ball is
rolling, of course, we discuss all the options that may be available.”

http://games.ucla.edu
http://head.hesge.ch/made/media-design
Liz Armstrong is a writer, editor and adventurer.
She currently lives in Los Angeles.
www.liz-armstrong.com
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In the digital universe of Etter Studio: Christian Etter
inside a video still from the campaign for the Hermès label (2012).
www.etterstudio.com
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Pro Helvetia, the Swiss Arts Council, maintains a global network of branch offices, which serve cultural
exchange with Switzerland and support worldwide cultural contact.

Navigating
the Chaos
PARIS

Artist Adrien Missika with his latest toy: the drone he uses for his aerial photographs.
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By Zeke Turner, Berlin – One afternoon
last January, the Parisian artist Adrien
Missika (age thirty-two) was eating lunch
at the cantina in the old factory building
where he keeps his studio in Berlin. He
thumbed at his iPhone with one hand and
forked a final piece of mâche to his mouth
with the other. “Everyone comes early
today,” he said, finishing his lunch more
quickly than he would have liked.
Two German porters had just arrived
early to pick up crates filled with work from
his atelier for his show Cosmic Latte the
following week at the Kunstraum Walche
turm in Zurich. And an American journalist came earlier than scheduled to begin
an interview about his imminent monthlong trip to Mexico, where Missika would
be creating work for a show at the Centre
Culturel Suisse in Paris running from April
to mid-July 2014.

Photo: Maxime Ballesteros

French / Swiss artist Adrien
Missika finds his inspiration
on the road.

Photo: Adrien Missika

But even as the artist seemed rushed and
annoyed, it was clear that he was in his
element, navigating the logistical chaos.
The core of Missika’s art involves journeys
to specific sites, always leaving certain
elements to chance. In Lebanon he filmed
a French musician bouncing around an
aborted Oscar Niemeyer building without
obtaining permission to be there. In
Hawaii he both denatured and perfectly
captured the idea of an island paradise by
leaving his camera running on the beach
to record a happenstance tableau vivant.
In Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo he photographed Brazilian landscape architect Roberto Burle Marx’s gardens
and, for a subsequent show at his
gallery in Paris, he created towering installations of plants to simulate the nature he found there.
Traveling in Iceland during the
summer of 2013, he picked up a
lava stone that he later photographed in his studio for a series of
prints that became a central part of
the January show in Zurich.
A week before our interview
Missika was in Rome, finalizing
the design of his latest publication, Botanica. During his stay
there, he encountered a street artist near the Pantheon and commissioned paintings from him for
the show in Zurich – thus putting
himself at the mercy of the
stranger’s abilities.

in Morocco. “I felt like I found a way of
communicating that fit my personality,”
says Missika. “I also got one of the first digital cameras and began taking pictures of
whatever I didn’t want to forget.”
Following a friend’s suggestion, he applied for and was accepted to the Ecole cantonale d’art de Lausanne (ECAL), broke off
his studies at the Sorbonne and decamped
to Switzerland. “At art school in France,
the facilities are crumbling, and people
don’t show up, and the school is empty,”
Missika said. “It feels like a haunted house.
At ECAL, everyone showed up at 8:30 in

tificial compositions seem more authentic
than real scenes and, conversely, to warp
real images to seem fake or otherworldly.
He called an early show The Space Between, referring to the void around authenticity in a photographer’s work. His
work has since expanded into video, installation and sculpture.
Toys, tools and politics
The porters have left. Missika, in a ragged
black atelier cardigan, is smoking Marlboro
Reds and pacing around his fourth-floor
Berlin studio, which looks out at the Axel

The space between
The impulse toward travel and
chance is in his blood. His grandThe Amexica project: images taken at the US-Mexican border.
father, a pied-noir, returned to
Paris from Algeria when his father was a the morning. I became a Swiss artist be- Springer tower and clusters of Plattenchild. Missika grew up in Paris, and when cause I was educated in Switzerland, and bauten. Off to one side, a sleek white flying
he was six his mother began taking him to what I saw during art school was Swiss art- surveillance drone from China is sitting
shows at the Louvre and the Musée d’Or- ists. But this doesn’t really have to do with next to a remote control. Weeks later, Missay and, later, to the Musée de l’Orangerie my identity as a man,” Missika says. “What sika would bring the aircraft with him to
to see Monet. “Art for her was Impression- I sometimes say is that I’m a French man, Mexico to make photographs in the desert,
ism, the end of the nineteenth century,” but a Swiss artist.”
to fly around buildings, and attempt to
Missika says. When he was a teenager, he
Having lived his whole life in Hauss- cross the airspace over the border with the
began “refugeeing in Centre Pompidou,” mann’s Paris, surrounded by stone and ce- United States. “That’s what artists do,” Misspending whole days in the museum. His ment, in Lausanne he was immediately sika says. “They grab tools and they experawareness turned to contemporary art, drawn to landscapes. For one early project, iment with them.” For the 2013 show Imeven as he was enrolled in law classes at the he recreated five cliché postcard landscape pressions botaniques at Bugada & Cargnel,
Sorbonne to appease his parents.
scenes – a waterfall, a grotto, a sunset, a his gallery in Paris, he used a hand scanner
His father gave him his grandfather’s forest and mountain peaks – by photo- for copying books to create images of
Nikon camera for his twentieth birthday, graphing trash in his studio. He was fasci- plants that he called “frottage,” a reference
and he took it along on a trip to the desert nated by the medium’s power to make ar- to the surrealist Max Ernst. For his work
LO CAL T IM E
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Adrien Missika’s exhibition Amexica will be
on view at the Centre Culturel Suisse in Paris
until 13 July 2014.
www.ccsparis.com
Zeke Turner is an American correspondent
living in Berlin. He grew up in Brooklyn,
and writes about cultural economies in Europe
for American newspapers and magazines,
including The New York Times and The Wall
Street Journal.

Designs on China
SHANGHAI

This past year, Pro Helvetia showcased young Swiss designers at the
Design Week in Beijing. Thanks to the project’s success, the
Swiss-Chinese exchange is set to continue in an expanded form.

Visitors to Beijing’s Design Week, including ECAL’s honorary director Pierre Keller,
examine Jörg Boner’s folding chair Wogg 42.

By Iona Whittaker, Beijing – Consider the
brief: to introduce contemporary Swiss design to China, both creatively and commercially. This is surely a task for which “design” must inform not only the product,
but also the approach. One of the main
challenges in promoting young designers
is striking the right balance between artistic and economic support.
With a four-year plan for architectural
and design projects in China since the opening of its Shanghai office in 2010, Pro Helvetia has been exploring different ways of
developing the presence of Swiss design in
China. These designs on the Chinese market present both challenges and opportunities to the organizers, who must consider
not only the people they are promoting in
the creative fields, but also the changing
context into which they are moving.
LO CAL T IM E
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The exhibition Young Swiss Design Kaleidoscope took place as part of Beijing Design Week (BJDW) 2013. Curated by Pierre
Keller, honorary director of the ECAL in
Lausanne, and Michel Hueter, curator of
the Design Prize Switzerland, the show
featured work by twenty-seven individuals
or collaborators in the areas of graphic design, typography, furniture, industrial and
product design.
“In China, people’s impression of
Swiss design doesn’t go beyond classic
products like watches. People are not
well-informed about Swiss contemporary
culture,” says Sylvia Xu, head of the Pro
Helvetia office in Shanghai, who initiated
the BJDW show. “We plan our own cultural
project every year,” Xu continues. “Shanghai has better infrastructure, but Beijing is
active in terms of artistic content.” The

Photo: Chang Liu

on the U.S.-Mexican border, he was inspired by Christo’s land art and Richard
Serra’s massive sculptures.
In this case, though, Missika’s new
toy has a sinister aura. Drones conjure up
images of the American military in Afghanistan, of surveillance techniques and
a futuristic world of flying robots. It’s
high-stakes terrain, but it doesn’t faze
Missika. “I only have one drone, so if it gets
shot, robbed or crashes, end of the story,”
Missika says, deadpan and macabre but
with a sense of humour. “Whatever happens, happens.”
Even if he seems relaxed during the
interview, with the upcoming Centre Culturel Suisse show in Paris, which will draw
on his trip to Mexico, Missika’s work is
coming to a head. Focusing on the border
will be a sharp intellectual position for him
to expand his ideas about travelling, landscapes, new technology and interstitial
spaces.
“It’s the most political project I’ve
ever had,” Missika says. “I’m looking at
what this authoritarian wall means for immigration, for the environment, for the
migration of animals – all these questions
that politics raises.” To be exact, Missika
will be looking through the camera lens
mounted on the bottom of his white
drone, hovering above it all and creating a
quiet, extraterrestrial sense of the madness below.

time was deemed right for this initiative
due to increased momentum in the market. “The opportunities for Chinese designers are getting better and better. There is a
lot of support for them. Swiss design could
also ride this wave, and I feel they have an
equal chance to compete in the market,”
Xu observes.
A holistic approach
Refinement and definition are also key to
the broader ambitions of the project. Curator Michel Hueter emphasizes the need
to strengthen the image of contemporary
Swiss design. While mutual curiosity exists between the Swiss and Chinese sides,
to the outside eye the market in China remains a remote and unstructured field,
with access complicated by cultural and
linguistic hurdles. Charged with longerterm commercial as well as immediate curatorial responsibility, Hueter explains:
“Image-wise, we need to provide information and position ourselves strategically.
We need to convey our expertise in design,
the core of which is a conscious and holistic approach to design solutions that work
in the long run and that are apt for international taste, and therefore success.”
Most of the designers featured in Kaleidoscope have existing relations with China,
either in terms of contact or production.
Alex Hochstrasser, for example, produces
his Moluk children’s toys in China; Tomàs
Kral has designed for Hong Kong-based
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Willy Guhl’s Loop Chair, designed in
1954 for Eternit

Praxis Design; and Bernhard/Burkard developed a mobile speaker for the Chinese
brand Objects You Obsess.
Visitors to Kaleidoscope seemed particularly interested in the quality of materials and production of the works on
display: like the running shoes, and the
work done by ECAL for luxury brands like

Poster by Aurèle Sack

Baccarat or Hublot. The Moluk toys –
which are designed to engage the child’s
imagination and senses by having no predetermined function – were especially
popular. Right now, Hueter detects potential in the areas of furniture design, material engineering and graphics.
Hueter and Xu agree on the need for
flexibility: being aware of the short time
frames for production in China, and of the
need to adapt to changing conditions
where organizational structures are
emerging. The next show, Xu says, will be
tailor-made for its space and will be handled more independently. It is hoped that
Pro Helvetia will again participate in
Beijing Design Week in the fall of 2014.
While Kaleidoscope drew significant interest from potential partners, Hueter would
like to learn more about Chinese networks
and platforms, and about potential partners’ needs.
Plans for the future
Furniture design, in particular, is already
providing new avenues for Pro Helvetia in
Shanghai. The newly-developed Power
Station of Art (PSA), a massive exhibition
space inaugurated with the Shanghai Biennale in 2013, is interested in the work of
Swiss designers to furnish its museum.
Collaborative projects scheduled for the
PSA in April are: a landscape architecture
exhibition, and symposia on typography,
for which the Swiss designers Ludovic
Balland, Julien Tavelli, David Keshavjee
and Felix Pfäffli have been invited to speak.
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In addition, one designer will be working
with PSA to create an issue of its magazine.
An existing residency programme will also
see two Chinese artists travel to Switzerland this year. In the future, Xu hopes to
combine content with market development between the two countries. For example, a Swiss fabric designer might be invited to China to work with a local fashion
designer.
Ultimately, however, the outlook for
Swiss design in China should be seen not
in terms of a brand new field or market, but
as the extension of a crucial focus. For
Michel Hueter, the project of design as a
whole is inclusiveness, and contribution to
the overall environment. “Sustainability is
a reality that shouldn’t only be defined in
terms of ecology; this is about consciousness and responsibility.” While China
might have developed a reputation in recent years for fast, large-scale production
and accelerated consumption, Hueter believes that design can improve the experience and effects of its material culture, and
set an example. “I am pro-consumerism,
but I am convinced that there can be a better consumerism.” Central to Pro Helvetia’s design-related projects, then, is to
emphasize value – socially, economically
and environmentally, initiating discussion and development on an international
level. This progressive, quality-driven
ethos lies at the core of its project, and
must underpin its success both in China,
and elsewhere.
www.prohelvetia.cn
Iona Whittaker is a Beijing-based art critic and
the editor of Randian. Her writing also appears
in Art Review, The Wall Street Journal, Frieze,
Flash Art, Artforum, LEAP, Art Asia Pacific,
The Art Newspaper, DSL Collection and selected catalogues on contemporary Chinese art.

“Much of the training consists in
working out my fears,” says
performance artist Anthea Moys.
Here she single-handedly takes on
Geneva’s Servette junior hockey
team.
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One Against All
She has talent, and tenacity too. But will that be enough
to single-handedly take on a junior hockey team,
or play against an entire alphorn ensemble? The South African
performance artist Anthea Moys came to Geneva to challenge
our society, in which competition rules supreme.
By Daniel Di Falco (text)
and Herbert Zimmermann (photos)

She does all she can to lose. She is the most
willing, experienced and versatile loser the
world has ever seen. Last year, back in
South Africa, Anthea Moys took on a whole
football team. Two ten-minute halves. At
half-time the score was 5-0 for Grahamstown United Football Club. Then some
spectators stormed onto the pitch to fight
alongside her. But it did no good: the final
score was 12-0.
Anthea Moys versus The City of Grahamstown was the name she came up with
for the match at the annual National Arts
Festival in the small South African town.
Other matches: Anthea Moys against the
South African Battle Re-enactment Society (as the only Scottish rebel against
the British Army), the local Latin dance
group, a chess club, and the Victoria Girls’
High School Choir. Her last defeat came
in a bout with the black belts of the East
Cape Shotokan-Ryu Karate Club. There is
a video of that event, and just watching it
is painful.
The year before, Moys had won a
Standard Bank national prize for young
artists. The Mail & Guardian newspaper
praised her for towering above the pretentious art gallery scene as well as over traditional notions of art and performance. In
fact, she studied visual arts and wrote her
R E PO R TAG E
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master’s thesis about performances in public spaces: about actions by artists like
Gustavo Artigas or Tino Sehgal, subversive
forms of play, in which art reaches out and
blends into everyday social life. Moys is
fond of such “trickster tactics.” That is why
she is a big fan of Gianni Motti. You do not
need to call what this thirty-three year-old
performer does “art” in order to have fun
watching it. But it helps if you want to have
a serious discussion about the ideas behind
the games.
The fear of a puck in the face
January 2014, in Geneva, a café near the
Parc des Bastions: Anthea Moys turns up
for the interview carrying a hockey stick.
That morning, she had already spent two
hours training on the cycle track. Now she
has come from a photo shoot with the HC
Servette junior hockey team. In the afternoon: ice skating training in the nearby
neighbourhood of Carouge. And at 5 p.m.
it will be time for her alphorn lesson.
Anthea Moys versus les Communes Genevoises is her latest ploy. At the invitation of
Pro Helvetia’s Johannesburg office, she is
spending two months in Geneva. Her stay
will end with five evenings at the Antigel
culture festival, competing against the
Genevan clubs with whom she trained. She

Anthea Moys training at Geneva’s Les Vernets hockey stadium …

will also have a go at Swiss wrestling and
arm wrestling.
She could quite easily have spent an
entire year here, if it were up to the spectators who left a whole series of further suggestions for contests on her website. Anthea
Moys vs. the United Nations. Anthea Moys
fighting Herens cows. Or Stanislas Wawrinka, or Massimo Furlan. Anthea against
the hundred violins of the Budapest Gypsy
Symphony Orchestra. Against meringues
with double cream from the Gruyère district. “She is afraid of nothing” – or so the
festival leaflet claims. But the artist with the
shock of bright red hair shakes her head:
“Much of the training consists in working
out my fears.” The fear of a fall on a steeply
banked corner. Of tearing a muscle in the
sawdust. Of being hit in the face by a puck.
And even: fear of failure. She wants losing
to be an achievement. She is taking two or
three lessons a week on the alphorn. One
must imagine Anthea Moys as a person who
enjoys constantly acquiring new skills. “Of
course I’m going to lose. The others win because they win. I win because I’ve learnt
something.” But she does not have enough
time to get beyond the basics. In ice hockey:

keeping up, moving without having to stare
at the puck, preferably not falling over.
It won’t be perfect
But today, her training on the skating rink
is not going particularly well: the ice is too
soft. Then Moys turns up fifteen minutes
late for her alphorn lesson, after a bus ride
across the city in the evening rush hour.
Even worse, in her hurry she has left her
sheet music behind in a different bag. But
Pascal Droux, who is waiting for her in a
basement classroom, is a patient man. And
he has an assiduous pupil. That is what he
tells us outside in the corridor: “I’m astonished at the standard she has reached so
quickly. You can see just how hard she
works.” Droux is the leader of an alphorn
ensemble called L’Etoile. He describes the
alphorn as a “very, very difficult instrument,” because the notes are formed by

… and practicing the alphorn.

shaping the lips and the entire pressure
has to come from the stomach. Normally,
Droux comments, it takes three years for
someone to be able to play a first piece. “It
won’t be perfect, but she will manage a little tune.”
Back to the practice room, which is
actually the storeroom of the Geneva police band. Deep-blue uniforms are hanging
in the closets, and on the table is a sheet of
military music for the five-hundredth anniversary of the battle of St. Jakob on the
banks of the Birs. That anniversary was
back in 1944, and now in 2014 a young
South African woman is standing at the
business end of a piece of wood which was
once a fir tree trunk, trying to get a sound
out through the three-and-a-half metre
long pipe. “Listen to the sound coming out
at the other end,” Droux says. Moys already
looks like a real performer: her cheeks are

Moys sees the access to unfamiliar worlds as the greatest
reward for her effort.
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Fascinated by the social magic of the “game.”

not inflated, there is just a barely noticeable change to the shape of her lips on the
mouthpiece. But the sound betrays the
hard work that this entails. “It should be
just one single breath,” Droux says. The
second time round the sound is more
full-bodied, but the next note begins to
wobble again in the long pipe. “Good, let’s
try something easier.”
After an hour, Moys leaves the room to
her teacher’s praise. She recalls the time
she played the bagpipes against the English
in Grahamstown. “Bagpipes are even more
difficult.” But why on earth does she do
this? Where does she get her perseverance?
“I must have inherited that from my
father.” She has also been keen on sport,
especially athletics and swimming, since
she was just six years old. But she sees the
access to unfamiliar worlds as the greatest
reward for her effort. Moys speaks of a
“pure, powerful, almost spiritual” experience when she comes into contact with total strangers to learn how they play. That
is where the critically serious nature of her
performances comes in, although it might
have seemed at first that she was just fooling around. The outcome is a game which

sometimes ceases to be a game at all, and
becomes instead an extension by other
means of our society’s drive for performance and competitiveness. “If you play to
win, you’re not playing at all.”
A clear distinction is made in English
between the words “play” and “game.”
Playing is an inventive activity with no real
purpose, remote from the real world in the
best sense of the term, while the game is an
institution, a structure built on standards
and rules, a form of economy. Somewhere
between the two is Anthea Moys, fascinated
by the social magic of the “game” and for
that very reason striving to prevent it from
being undermined. Through the joy of
play, and with the resources of art. “Art expands our space in the world. Sport cannot
do that.”
The last will be first
At Les Vernets Hockey Stadium there is
mulled wine from thermos flasks and beer
in half-litre cans. In the stands, you can see
TEAM MOYS shirts. Pascal Droux is wearing one, too. The alphorn master watched
his pupil’s defeat a few days ago at a local
hall. Stage fright: hard to conceal when
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you stand with an alphorn, unable to
breathe calmly. “It was bad. I don’t know
why, but I forgot to do my yoga before the
performance.” While the eight-piece ensemble with its polyphonic scores sounded
as strong as a jet engine, she had to ask to
play the first of her two pieces again. In the
end, she was awarded 55 points by a jury
that was almost in a socialist mood – to
each according to his abilities, and “she did
make a big effort.” Her score was just 12
points short of Droux’s own team.
The whistle blows, Moys plays for
three five-minute rounds against five
Servette juniors. When the score reaches
7-0 the speaker makes a joke: “For whom?”
In one respect, playing the alphorn is easy
by comparison: there is no opponent to interfere with your playing. When Moys does
at last take possession of the puck she has
hardly gained two metres before she loses
it again, and the whole Servette team assembles at the net as though it were a firing range. She is always last. But it takes a
whole minute for them to score the first
goal because of her second man: a wooden
goalkeeper that seals off much of the net.
Moys herself notices that the show is
lacking something. She adopts a new strategy in the second period: take the player
head on! Any one of them. Far away from
the action, she picks on Number 18 and
knocks him over. The audience is delighted. But the other player protests, and
the referee declares a penalty, sending her
wooden comrade off the ice for the rest of
the period. Moys then has the idea of surfing the ice on her stomach. The final score
is 10-0. The Servette players throw themselves on top of each other.
A strange celebration after such a victory. But in fact, this pile-on embodies the
true, alien joys of the game. And whoever
comes last, is first: the woman who set out
to win the day for the loser is literally on
top of the pile.
www.antheamoys.com
Daniel Di Falco is a culture journalist who
writes about theatre, arts, photography and
social issues for the Bund newspaper in Berne.
Herbert Zimmermann is a freelance photographer who lives in Lucerne, and founder of the
agency 13 Photo. www.herbertzimmermann.ch
Translated from the German by Jaja Hargreaves
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The Venice Architecture Biennale: a stroll through
architecture history.

At this year’s Architecture Biennale in
Venice, superstar curator Hans Ulrich
Obrist invites visitors to the Swiss
Pavilion for a journey through architec
ture’s recent past. Entitled Lucius
Burckhardt and Cedric Price – A stroll
through a fun palace, the exhibition is
based on the work of the Basel sociolo
gist and planning theorist Lucius Burck
hardt and the English architect Cedric
Price. With his concept of “Promena
dologie” or “strollology” Burckhardt
turned the simple stroll into a scholarly
method, while Price made a name for
himself with the unrealized project Fun
Palace, a leisure laboratory including
dance, music, theatre and fireworks.
The retrospective on these two visionar
ies, who both died in 2003, speaks to the

architecture and urban planning of the
twenty-first century. The exhibition
is set up as a laboratory “in which ideas
by Cedric and Lucius serve as tools
for inventing the future,” says Obrist.
The Swiss presence at the Venice
Biennale (until 23 November 2014) is
managed by Pro Helvetia. With the
Salon Suisse, an Official Collateral Event
of the Biennale, Pro Helvetia invites
visitors to the Palazzo Trevisan for a talks
and events programme: The next 100
years – Scenarios for an Alpine City
State, c urated by the architects and ur
banists Hiromi Hosoya and Markus
Schaefer.
www.biennials.ch
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Funding for
Photo Books
Although we are now living in the digital
age, the end of the printed book is not
yet in sight. One proof of the continued
interest in the book is the large number
of funding requests that Pro Helvetia
continues to receive for photography
books. The Arts Council’s 2013 call for
projects received over 40 submissions
from photographers. “The selection was
diverse and the quality was high,” notes
the Visual Arts department’s Caroline
Nicod. The call was targeted to innova
tive photography books boasting strong
visual language and contemporary,
socially-relevant themes. Among the 10
projects select
ed and now
slated for
publication are
well-known
names like
Jules Spi
natsch, Joël
Tettamanti
and Augustin
Rebetez, as well
as newcomers like Maya Rochat or Katja
Jug. With her cookbook Hermes, Jug
brings her personal memories of the Bal
kans to life using recipes, photographs,
and story fragments. A new perspective
on the Zurich youth rebellion of the
1980s is provided by Christof Nüssli and
Christoph Oeschger: in their book, they
present photographs taken by activist
and photojournalist Miklós Klaus Rózsa,
set against the background of surveil
lance files compiled on him by the Swiss
secret service. Among the books selected
are also works of classic photo documen
tation, like Catherine Leutenegger’s
Kodak City, a record of the decline of
photo pioneer Kodak’s home town,
caused by the digital shift. The next call
for projects for photography books will
be announced in the spring of 2015.

Photo: Andreas Gram / Martin Schmitz

Discovering Visionary
Architecture

New Plans for Swiss
Institute New York
French-born Simon Castets became director of the Swiss Institute
(SI) in New York in November 2013.
How did you decide to become
a curator?
I went to Columbia’s Curatorial Studies
programme, which was definitely a step
ping stone, but it is difficult to know
when you “become” a curator, especially
if you are working independently as
I did for five years after graduating. As to
the reason why, it is to have the chance
to work directly with living artists
and accompany their creative process.
The greatest reward of this profession,
particularly if you work with contempo
rary art, is to spend your life surrounded
by art and artists.
Do you think your perspective on
the Swiss art scene differs from
that of a Swiss curator, since you are
from France?
The Swiss Institute is an international
institution by nature: based in New York
to present Swiss contemporary art,
within the framework of a true world city
where I have been living for the past
seven years. My perspective is bound to
be different. I see it as an advantage, as it

Photo of Castets: zVg; Photo of Cosey: Ankur Ahuja

Cosey’s Passage
Through India
The internationally acclaimed, L
 ausannebased comics author Bernard “Cosey”
Cosendai spent the spring of 2011 as an
artist in residence in India, at the in
vitation of Pro Helvetia. In issue 56 of
Passages we reported on his visit to
the Nizamuddin Temple in Delhi, where
he was inspired by the crowds, the col
ours and the Qawwali Sufi music. During
this trip, he made the sketches for his
newest comic book, Celle qui fut (“She

Simon Castets (30) will emphasize
Swiss design at the SI.

might allow for a fuller embrace of the
diverse cultural contexts of a country
with four official languages.
What are your plans for the SI?
In June we will have a group exhibition
called “The St. Petersburg Paradox”,

which is based on the theory of the
Swiss mathematician and physicist
Bernoulli, and will address themes
of risk aversion and irrationality in hu
man behavior. Later in the year, we
will present a design exhibition curat
ed by Andreas Angelidakis. It will be
the beginning of a yearly design series
– an exciting thing to bring to SI. So
every year we will have a Swiss design
exhibition. Design and architecture
are quite new for SI and therefore we
will invite some partners from these
fields. We will also invite Valentin
Carron to curate an exhibition at the
SI and we are very much looking
forward to exploring his unique per
spective on art history. Artists often
curate the best exhibitions.
Who are your current collaborators
from the Swiss art scene?
Among many other ongoing conversa
tions, I recently had a great conversa
tion with Niels Olsen and Fredi Fischli.
They recently started working with
the ETH (Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology) and we are talking about
possible ways of collaborating with
the SI. I am really looking forward to
that. I’ve known them for a while,
and they bring new ideas and possibili
ties for SI to launch new projects.
We’ve also started a dialogue with
Alexandra Bachzetsis for a project next
year. Stay tuned.
www.swissinstitute.net

who was”), which has now been pub
lished by Le Lombard in Brussels.
The book continues the story of Jona
than, the hero already familiar to Cosey’s
readers from previous volumes. The
search for his first great love Saïcha had
led Jonathan through previous adven
tures. Here he is reunited with his
childhood friend April. She asks him to
find her parents’ murderers, thus s ending
him off on a dangerous quest across
India.
www.cosey.rogerklaassen.com

Cosey in India, making sketches
for his new book.
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Facilitating access to the Swiss market
The five Artlink employees take a close in
terest in the media library and the book
club, but these are still just a sideline. The
core business of the cultural cooperation
agency lies elsewhere: in the promotion of
cultural exchanges between Switzerland
and some sixty countries in Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Eastern Europe. Here
time certainly does not stand still.
Artlink’s predecessor organization,
called Culture and Development, was set
up exactly thirty years ago. In 1984, several
aid agencies joined forces to put an end to
biased ideas of the South as a zone of star
vation and disaster. “The issue was devel
opment aid – development aid for Switzer
land,” Mauro Abbühl of Artlink says. The
goal: to make the Swiss population aware
of the great cultural riches to be found in
the South.
Bread for All and the Swiss Catholic
Lenten Fund, two church-based partners
from the early days, are still committed to
Artlink, but the cultural agency has largely
broken away from its original, mainly di
dactic approach. “Our task is to make it
easier for artists from Africa, Asia, Latin
America and Eastern Europe to gain access
to our domestic market,” Abbühl explains.
This updated version of the associa
tion’s goals is explained not least by a
far-reaching shift in development work.
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Importing
Culture
The Artlink agency’s cultural
exchange with the South and
the East yields double returns.

Feedback circuits are created by those co
operative ventures that cross frontiers and
link cultural spaces. If artists from devel
oping countries are able to tour Europe,
that in turn strengthens the cultural scene
in their own home countries. “Success
abroad is an important reference for the lo
cal population and enhances cultural
self-awareness,” Abbühl observes.
The Cultural Fund for the South at the
Swiss Agency for Development and Coop
eration (SDC) is by far the most important
promotional instrument available to Ar
tlink. 725,000 Swiss francs are earmarked
annually for cultural projects. Most of this
money is spent on music, but other areas
are now following suit. Event organizers
and agents can apply for support from Ar
tlink. A commission assesses their sub
missions and makes resources available, if
the applications satisfy the experts. Bene
ficiaries include the Afro-Pfingsten music
festival in Winterthur, the Moods jazz club
in Zurich, and the Bee-Flat music club in
Berne. The focus on players in Switzerland
is the key, according to Mauro Abbühl.
Event organizers know best which artists
their audiences wish to see. “We are
convinced that our promotional efforts will
only prove truly sustainable in the long
term if we stay close to the market.”
www.artlink.ch
Christoph Lenz (b. 1983) is a journalist at the
daily newspaper Blick.
Translated from the German by Jaja Hargreaves

Firstly, economic ties are receiving greater
attention nowadays; secondly, aid agencies
and state institutions have discovered the
promotion of culture as an instrument for
development cooperation.
Culture is doubly profitable
The reason is simple. Culture holds out the
promise of a twofold benefit, both for civil
society and for the economy. It facilitates a
critical confrontation with the prevailing
reality and brings new job opportunities; it
encourages thinking outside the box and
creates added value. But local cultural pro
motion sometimes runs up against barri
ers. That is where Artlink comes in.
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By Christoph Lenz – So they say the CD is
dead? The e-reader has replaced books?
Personal cultural exchange with the South
has been rendered obsolete by the ubiq
uitous Internet? Far from it. Enter the
airy premises of Artlink, the Berne-based
agency for cultural cooperation. To your
right, you will see a well-stocked CD library
of works from the countries of the South.
In an adjoining room, a former classroom
of the grammar school that has been con
verted into the “cultural factory” called
Progr, books by little-known authors from
Asia, Africa and Latin America are piled
high. Every three months, they are sent
out to members of the Other Book Club.
Despite Amazon and other booksellers
with global networks, over a thousand
readers still place their trust in the judg
ments of this literature committee,
scarcely fewer than in the old days.
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The Language
of Languages
By Mikhail Shishkin – Over the blackboard
at our school there hung a poster with the
famous words of Ivan Turgenev: “Oh, you
great, powerful, righteous and free Rus
sian language!” Our teachers had lied to us
so often that I also doubted the wisdom of
these classic words. And not for nothing.
One thing I will never forget: I was perhaps
sixteen years old and wanted to make my
first declaration of love. I approached the
girl, opened my mouth and was immedi
ately paralyzed. I had suddenly realized:
there were no more words. Language had
come to an end, like a squeezed-out tube
of toothpaste. My first declaration of love
failed because I could find no words to ex
press the feelings that filled me.
All our words have grown trite and
empty and mean nothing. They are dead.
What I feel can not be expressed in words.
Only with these thoughts does one actually
begin to be a writer. Language in itself is
neither great nor powerful; on the con
trary, it is as poor as a beggar and as mis
erable. Only the writer has the possibility
and the privilege of taking the most miser
able language and making it great, power
ful, true and free.
Everything that is important in this
world happens on a level on which there
are no words. Love, birth, death are out
of the reach of words. Language itself is
already a translation, a translation into a
dead language, for it consists of dead words.
Everything meaningful lives outside of
language. You have to translate it into the
language of music, or of colours, or indeed
the language of language.
As a writer I am necessarily a transla
tor of life into the language of language.
Each one of us casts a shadow. What
can a shadow say about the smell of your
child’s neck? Everything real, everything
beyond words casts shadows – namely,
words, flat and lifeless. And yet there is no
other path except through words. Lan
guage is the bridge of understanding, that

mostly leads to misunderstanding. The art
of prose consists of this privilege of animat
ing the inanimate. The resurrection of the
flesh of words.
Is this the way it is for all writers in all
languages?
The more languages you learn, the
more conspicuous become the expressive
failures of your own. Why was my mother
tongue, for example, deprived of the past
perfect? What did our forebears do wrongly
that we now have no continuous tenses? In
Japanese there are special first-person pro
nouns not only for a man or a woman, but
for the different ages of life. The wise Japa
nese! Truly, what does my I of forty years
back have to do with my I of today?
And involuntarily the simple solution
creeps into the brain: It would be wonder
ful to pick out the best of all languages and
dialects, and so create the language of lan
guages that would be capable of giving ex
pression to what is hidden. Alas, the lan
guage of general understanding renders
the writer superfluous. Who then will
breathe life into the lifeless word-dust?
Every reader in the world is ultimately
naked and mortal. And so – mortal and na
ked – we seem not so different from one an
other. And when the miracle of translation
CAR T E B LANCH E
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succeeds, my words, which I once found in
tormenting sleeplessness, take root in un
known souls at the other end of the world,
grow buds, and sprout. The untranslatable
separates us. Once, the untranslatable
seemed important to me. With grey hair
comes the insight that it is of no signifi
cance. Of significance is only what we all
share: birth, love, death, immortality. And
that is translatable.
Mikhail Shishkin, born in 1961, is a Russian
writer who divides his time between
Moscow, Berlin and Switzerland. His books
have been translated into thirty languages.
His most recent novel, The Light and the Dark,
was published by Quercus in 2013.
Translated from the German by Bruce Lawder
Illustration: Joëlle Isoz
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GA LLERY

TIKA
Maja Hürst
cancer face 4, 2013
Detail. Acrylic and markers on plywood,
40 × 40 cm
“This piece was done during a live painting
performance on the Hirschenplatz in Zurich,
as part of an event to raise awareness for
cancer prevention,” explains the artist Maja
Hürst. “I decided to participate in this event
because my mother had been treated for cancer the previous year. I was concerned with
the ways in which even a relatively minor operation like hers could change the behaviour
of the people around her. How people become
overwhelmed and no longer know how to behave with one another. So I painted a series
of seemingly healthy faces that could still potentially belong to cancer patients.”
Maja Hürst uses techniques like pygrography, woodcut, papercutting and painting,
combining them into a universe of graphic
forms – a visual language she calls TIKA. She
paints on everything from the smallest found
objects to oversized building façades, and
mixes themes from her everyday life with
myths and legends from other cultures. Her
murals can be found all over the world; the
largest is in Atlanta (USA), and measures 110
by 20 metres.
Maja Hürst (b. 1978 in Zurich) grew up
in Cairo, Wädenswil, Brussels and Cologne.
Since 2007 she has divided her time between
Berlin, Rio de Janeiro and Zurich. She has
held solo exhibitions in Berlin, Cape Town,
Rio de Janeiro, Vienna and Amsterdam. She is
currently showing her work at the Toot Yung
Art Center in Bangkok.
www.tikathek.com

In each Passages issue, Gallery presents a work
by a Swiss artist.
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reserved. Reproduction only by permission of
the editors.
Bylined articles do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the publisher. Photographs © the
photographers; reproduction by permission only.

Newsletter
Would you like to stay informed about Swiss
arts and culture, and keep up to date on
Pro Helvetia’s activities?
Subscribe to our e-mail newsletter:
www.prohelvetia.ch

Surrealismus, Poesie und Akrobatik: Daniele Finzi Pasca in Montreal
Biennale Venedig: Valentin Carron im Schweizer Pavillon
Warschau: Bühnenreife Rebellion gegen den Überwachungsstaat
DAS K ULTUR M AG AZI N V ON P R O HE LV E TI A, NR . 6 0 , AUSG AbE 1 /2 0 1 3
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Traumberuf: Künstler
Die Schnitzeljagd zum Erfolg
Singen für sauberes Wasser: Spezialmaterial in Kolumbien
Bewegung als visuelles Erlebnis: Pe Langs kinetische Kunst in San Francisco
Kleinkunst: Eine schweizerische Herzensangelegenheit
D A S K U LT U R M A G A Z I N V O N P R O H E LV E T I A , N R . 5 9 , A U S G A bE 2 / 2 0 1 2
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss
culture in Switzerland and throughout the
world. It supports diversity in creative culture,
stimulates reflection on cultural needs, and
contributes to an open and culturally pluralist
Switzerland.

Dream Job: Artist
No. 59

The Taste of Freedom
No. 58

Der Geschmack der Freiheit
Ägyptens Künstler in Zeiten des Umbruchs
Kollektives Experiment: Schlaferlebnis in der Kunstgalerie
Wurzeln schlagen im harten Pflaster: Das Swiss Institute in New York
Werke aus der Wunderkammer: Andreas Züst in Paris
D A S K U LT U R M A G A Z I N V O N P R O H E LV E T I A , N R . 5 8 , A U S G A BE 1 / 2 0 1 2

We thank the Zurich art association Verein
Zitrone for the use of their studio space, where
this issue’s photo series was taken.

A subscription to Passages is free of charge,
as are downloads of the electronic version from
www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
Back copies of the printed magazine may be ordered
for CHF 15 (incl. postage and handling) per issue.

Silver Award winner
Category: NPOs /
Associations /
Institutions
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The internet is becoming ever faster,
cheaper and more internationally widespread.
We must come to terms with the fact that
technology will always find a way to circumvent
any control mechanisms.
Access Replaces Ownership
Gerd Leonhard, interviewed by Miriam Glass, p. 6

The creative industry, meanwhile, needs to
cast aside false modesty and bang the drum
for Swiss skills, innovation and design, because even
the best game will not attract investors if nobody
knows about it.
Game Changers
Marc Bodmer, p. 20

The stronger the presence of media in everyday life,
and the greater the diversity of media platforms,
the more important it becomes for a project to be present
The Transmedia Puzzle
on all channels and all devices.
Hannah Pilarczyk, p. 22
www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en

Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.

